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soccer defense.
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St. Thomas More sponsors Fast for
World Harvest.
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Community will
celebrate life of
student
Members of the community wUl gather in the Prout
Hall ground floor lounge
tonight at 7 p.m. to celebrate the life of Kerrianne
Loas. Loas, who died last
Friday from heart complications, was a sophomore
recreation major. Friends
of Loas will be speaking and
the family has been Invited
to attend.

No to liquor, yes
to nude dancing
MOUNT CARMEL, Ohio
- An adult nightclub in
Clermont County plans to
offer nude dancing in response to a vote banning
liquor sales.
The performances by
women at the Rumors club
are to begin today. They
fulfill a threat made by
Rumors owner Elisabeth
Kemper when the club's
liquor license was put In
jeopardy by community opposition.
A local-option vote Nov. 5
virtually ended sales of alcoholic beverages in Union
Township's Precinct B.
Dancers at the club have
been performing in panties
and G-strings because state
liquor laws prohibit allnude entertainment. They
will start dancing in the
nude since the club no
longer has a liquor license,
said Rick Kemper, Elisabeth Kemper's husband.
He said it was in the
club's best interest to begin
nude dancing immediately.
"We're receiving 400 to
500 calls a week asking,
'Are you nude yet?' It's ridiculous," he said.
The removal of alcohol
from the club also means
that patrons as young as 18
can be admitted.

Irony strikes deer
killer
MARIETTA, Ohio - A
man died Monday after he
was hit by a car while
checking on a deer his car
had just hit, the State
Highway Patrol said.
Gary Dennis, 48, of Vincent, was a passenger in a
car that struck a deer on
State Route 339.
He had gotten out to
check on the condition of
the deer and was hit by another car, troopers said.
The driver of the second
car, Marjorie Miller, SS, of
Vincent, said she saw the
deer and hit the brakes but
couldn't stop the car in
time.
No charges were filed.

Reassigned sergeants ask for access to records
COLUMBUS, Ohio -- Four
police sergeants reassigned
during the investigation of
Chief James Jackson have
asked an appeals court to
give them access to investigation records and a
list of those subpoenaed.
Jackson, seven police
officers and Jackson's secretary have been reassigned since Oct. 10 in connection with a mayoral investigation. The probe is
focusing on how the division handled certain prostitution and gambling cases,
as well as possible favoritism.
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.
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Task Force plans
safety education
Dawn Keller
The BC News
The Safety Task Force Is working on plans to educate students
about safety on campus.
Steven Lab, task force member
and Criminal Justice director,
said the group is recommending
that first-year students be required to take a class about personal responsibility and safety.
"The course will deal with topics like personal responsibility,
safety, how safe BG is and the
University's responsibility for
safety," Lab said.
Barb Waddell, task force
member and public information
officer, said the University
community is also being educated about safety through the
world wide web.
"We've talked about having a
web page for the Safety Task
Force," Waddell said. "The Department of Public Safety
already has a homepage with
crime statistics. We "I80 have a
crime alert page that students
can have access to right off of
the Explorer Page."
Mike Vetter, task force member and assistant vice president
for Student Affairs, said education will help lessen crime.
"Greater education will help

detour critical incidents," Vetter
said.
Lab said education will help
people take responsibility for
themselves.
"We recognize that the better
educated the individuals on campus are, the better they can avoid
being a victim," Lab said.
People are not taking advantage of the programs currently
available, according to Lab.
"People don't attend things like
Campus Safety talking about issues for personal safety or how
to secure belongings when you go
home over Thanksgiving or
Christmas break so they don't get
stolen," Lab said.
Waddell said If crimes do not
affect individuals, there is not a
great deal of interest in crime
prevention.
"In this society that we live in,
if it's not something that's happening to that individual or if it's
not a high profile case in the
papers or on TV, then there isn't
an interest," Waddell said.
"Sometimes people have the tendency to think, 'Oh, this won't
happen to us, this wont happen to
the people we love, this won't
happen to the people we are close
to.""
See SAFETY, page wven.

BG city police
seize equipment
Dawn Keller
The BC News
More than 800 types of equipment police claim were sold for
illegal drug use were seized from
The Shed Monday.
An excess of 800 pipes, 30 sets
of scales and books were confiscated when police executed a
search warrant, according to
Bowling Green City Police reports.
A misdemeanor citation of
knowingly selling, possessing or
manufacturing paraphernalia for
drug use is pending against Da-

vid Glowacki, owner of The Shed
on East Wooster Street.
This is the second raid on local
businesses for paraphernalia in
less than a week.
Police raided Imagine The
Unique Boutique on East Court
Street last Thursday and seized a
similar type of paraphernalia.
Imagine owner James Britt
was charged with one count of
knowingly selling, possessing or
manufacturing paraphernalia for
drug use.
Britt, who has a pretrial hearSee STORES, page wven.

Doug KkraMnky/Tkc BC News

Director Joan Morgan has lead Academic Enhancement since It was created In 1985. Morgan, who
also serves as chairwoman for the Administrative Staff Council, said she tries to make students a
top priority.

Director helps students
with college transition
Jay Young
The BC News
Editor's note: This is the
eighth part in a series about
campus leaders.
Making the change from
high school to college can be a
rough road for many. Joan
Morgan clears the path for
first-year students who encounter roadblocks.
As director of Academic Enhancement, Morgan is responsible for a department designed to assist new students in
their transition from high
school to the University and
provide students the necessary
assistance to help them remain
at college.
Created in July 1985, the department consists of pre-major
advising, post secondary enrollment options program, advanced placement, study skills

laboratory, student support
services and the Math and
Writing laboratories.
"Basically all of these programs were brought together
under one umbrella," Morgan
said. "The idea being that once
the University accepts students we do have some responsibility to try and provide the
academic support that will
make their years here successful."
Morgan, who has lead the
department since its creation,
received a bachelor of arts degree in history and political
science from Russell Sage College. She received her masters
of counseling education and
doctorate in educational administration from the University.
Morgan said her office
works with about 1,200 students who have yet to declare a

major. Many of those are during pre-registration. She said
she helps students find places
where they can get the answers
they need.
"We work very closely with
the career services area here
on campus in terms of helping
the students develop a plan of
action for choosing a major and
a career," she said.
One of the more popular services offered by Academic Enhancement is the learning
laboratories. Morgan said new
students often find help in the
study skills lab.
"Students have found these
to be very helpful," she said.
"They deal with not only the
content of the class, but also
the processes involved for
studying for tests and approaching difficult assignSee MORGAN, page wven.

Friends, family mourn death of cardinal
Sarah Nordgren
The Associated Press
^^F

CHICAGO - Cardinal Joseph
Bernardin, the son of Italian immigrants who rose to become the
nation's senior Catholic Church
official, was mourned on
Wednesday as a man who used
his own graceful death as his last
sermon.
His funeral Mass, before 1,300
friends, religious leaders and
politicians, followed two days of
mourning by tens of thousands of
people who filed past the casket
at Holy Name Cathedral.
"The homily of this Mass has
been given over the months of his
illness," Monsignor Ken Veto
told mourners. "Didn't he teach
us? Didn't he show us the way?"
Bernardin, the senior Roman
Catholic prelate in the United
States and leader of Chicago's 2.3
million Catholics, died last week
after a 17-month bout with pancreatic cancer. He spent his final
months telling his followers he
was at peace with his fate and his
beliefs.
Just days before his death, he
wrote to the U.S. Supreme Court,
urging it not to allow doctorassisted suicide. In September,
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Sr. Luclan Marie, left, from the Sisters of Charity In Cincinnati, and services for Cardinal Bernardin at Holy Name Cathedral In Chicago,
Anne Trotta, also from Cincinnati, pay their respects before funeral Wednesday.
Bernardin also went to the cell of
a death-row inmate who asked to

pray with him before being executed.

During his homily, Veto said
Bernardin's greatest legacy was

See CARDINAL, page wven.
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Smokeout a show of good faith
Vcrenas PUz and Nlkkl Waller In Baseball, apple pie and
disrespect' column expressed their opinion about teaching English to International students In BGSU. I am a foreign student
and have my own opinion on the matter.
I have been In Bowling Green since 1994 and attended ESL
classes for two years. As the authors of the article I have taken
the placement test in English and also was upset with my results: they were not as good as I expected despite of good TOEFL
scores. (Authors of the column forgot to tell that this test Is free
and is a good opportunity to test your skills). After that I got a
chance to know the ESL people: I took classes with Professors
S. Ostler. V. Martin. Instructor A. VanVohris, and TA
Kate
Spike.
In addition. Professor V. Martin organized a very
useful series — American Culture Through Film which I really
enjoyed.
The authors seem to make fun of the communication disorders courses, but for me the class of Ms. M. Perlmutter became one of the most plausible. I remember that it was even
hard to register for this class and it was always full because of
its reputation among the international students-which they
passed over to newcomers.
From my experience with the ESL In Bowling Green. I would
say that all my teachers were really committed to teaching and
I am pleased, on the eve of Thanksgiving, to tell them about it.
My last point Is. you can study a language, either your native or
a foreign, all your life and would only benefit from it.
Tatyana Dumova
Graduate Assistant
Department of History

The BG News

(Enough politics already.
It's time again for this column
to serve as Fs vent toward selfactualization.) Today I'm thinking about my health, because
today is the Great American
Smokeout. the annual butting
out of cigarettes sponsored by
the American Medical Association. It's a day in which smokers are encouraged to abstain
from lighting up for at least 24
hours as they are bombarded
with warnings of disease and
spooky statistics. With antismoking fervor running high, I
think it's time we recognized
the Smokeout as a national
holiday, complete with encouraging Hallmarks and a "You've
Got Inoperable Lung Cancer.
Charlie Brown" TV special.
1996 will be the second
consecuUve year that I have
observed the Smokeout. Last
year I was a full-Ume smoker,
so the lectures and guilt trips
got to me. stressing me so hard
that I truly needed a cigarette.
In previous years. I hardly
noted the day, for though I was
surrounded by smoking peers.
I had never had the urge 10 Join
their ranks.
December '94 saw me returning home after my first semester at college, and an occasional Marb Light with my cup
of coffee made me that much

ierce
more continental at the local
Country Kitchen. Soon after, a
series of catastrophic events
brought tension that a smoke
quickly relieved. My role as teen
smoker was cemented.
I Joined the International
Brother and Sisterhood of
Smokers, and found that we
treated each other well—always
willing to bum a smoke or supply a light to a needy pal in the
midst of a debilitating nic-fit.
There was a terrific bond in sitting down to share a smoke
with someone, and I could take
comfort In dealing with smokers, knowing that, like me, they
were similarly Jaded and smart assed. And of course. I enjoyed
smoking cigarettes.
Eventually, though, the
unbearable cravings grew more
frequent as enjoyment of a cigarette grew less frequent. It became apparent that I was a
nicotine addict, submitting to
the psychological and physiological slavery of smoking.
Cigarettes became a part of the
daily routine. Inexorably tied

into a hundred different activiUes. Couldn't start a road trip
without a smoke, couldn't finish a meal without a smoke,
etc.. much to the Joy of Misters
R.J. Reynolds and later, Phillip
Morris. The tobacco lords were
getting ten bucks a week from
me In return for carcinogens
and cereal-box rewards programs. ("25 more packs and I
can get an ashtray!") I knew
they had me hooked, and when
I found myself putting my hand
to my face In the middle of a
class to inhale the nicotine
haze, I knew I was pitiful.
Instead of trying to quit,
however. I made excuses and
jokes. "There's no cancer In my
family. I'm young, reckless, in
need of a vice. 1 can't possibly
quit, living In a house full of
smokers who'll always offer me
one." I haven't had a slice of
toast In '96 because I gave It
up for New Year's to show
people that I can quit things
whenever I want to.
But In the end, I wasn't
fooling anyone, least of all myself. All at once. I noticed my
teeth yellowing like decaying
newspaper, my lung power reduced to the point where engaging in any physical exertion
was over-exerting myself, and
my morning trips downstairs
greeted by the pungency of last

night's stuffed ashtrays.
It was time to quit, purely
of mine own volition, through
willpower and an unconditlonlng of my sltuational
light-one-up impulses. First a
general reducUon, then one a
day. then two a week, then allowing myself the occasional
smoky treat without going buck
wild (I enjoyed one while writing this): this was my path to
quitting.
Everyone's path will differ,
and the ordeal will undoubtedly
be a sometimes-torturous, long
process that will reward you
with not only a new-found
chocolate addicUon, but with
extended life, a more pleasant
aroma, and more control.
But enough didacticism.
No doubt smokers wlUget thelr
share of that today. The AMA
employs scare tactics because
smoking kills people, yet Intel
ligent people like me still start
up on the yearly. The Smokeout. then, should serve merely
as a show of good faith from
smokers that they someday will
quit a habit decidedly more
dangerous than toast, and that
they are capable of getting
through that first day without
cigarettes.
Matt Pierce is the Thurs
day columnist for The News.
Email: mattp@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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Voter apathy cannot be ignored
There's a radio ad running
right now that seeks to raise
awareness of one of those "unmentionables," prostrate cancer. In the ad, one man tries to
tell listeners about the need for
check-ups to catch it In Its early
stages, while his buddy makes
noise In the background because he doesn't want to hear
about prostrate cancer.
It's a pretty effective ad,
and It hits on a point that's all
too true — most of us would
rather avoid hearing about,
talking about and thinking
about unpleasant subjects. It's
human nature to put off those
things until they can't be Ignored anymore.
Just before the elecUon. I
wrote that neither of the majority candidates in the presldential campaign were dealing
with any of the really Important
Issues that we will be encountering In the next decade.
America's Infrastructure is
crumbling before our eyes, but
who wants to be the first to
come out and say we need to
raise taxes to pay the fix-up
bill? We need to confront entitlement spending before it
drains our economy dry. but
who wants to be the first to take
away from the people who have
grown accustomed to the
money they feel is entitled to
them? We are facing a dwindling natural resource base,
but who wants to be the first to
walk about sustainable development?
These are Just a few of the
issues that neither candidate,
nor their respective parties,
were eager to open a discussion
about. But even if our leaders
did show some political moxle

iesi
Columnist
by trying to open the debate
about the real concerns that
are facing American, would we
want to hear it? Or, like the guy
in the commercial, would we be
making noise to drown them
out?
Why would any candidate
orofflce holder go out on a limb
and talk about the really big
issues when, in all likelihood,
we wouldn't want to listen anyway? Judging by voter turnout,
the lowest In a presidential elecUon since Calvin Coolldge was
in the White House, we don't
seem interested in any of It.
Why are voters so apatheUc? Many people consider
all politicians to be dishonest
or unscrupulous. The attack
ads and mud-sllnglng only fuel
their despalrand Increase their
apathy. I have heard people say
they didn't vote because they
didn't like the choices for president. That's too bad. because
even If the presidential candidates didn't appeal, there were
plenty of other local races and
Issues on the ballot that needed
attention.
The one Issue that did
seem to strike some chord this
year was campaign finance.
When revelations about contributions from foreign sources
unfolded, both candidates had
to answer questions abut campaign reform. Their answers
were pretty hollow, though.
Promises of bipartisan com-

mittees to look Into the issue
are lame, and everyone knows
that neither party has really
tried too hard to find a solution
to this recurring problem.
Even If Congress and the
political parties have shown an
unwillingness to deal with campaign reform, the Supreme
Court of Ohio gave It a shot.
Last year, we Imposed spending limits on campaigns for Judicial races. However, that rule
was challenged on grounds that
It Infringed on the right of free
speech. That argument Is based
on a 1976 ruling by the United
States Supreme Court that determined spending caps on
elections were unconstitutional. Limiting how much a
candidate could spend limited
that person's ability to get out
their message, and hence, limited their free speech. Until that
decision is revisited, any reform
will be hampered.
Even with the spending
caps in place. Independent
spending committees Just sidestepped the rules and ran campaign ads anyway. So our attempt at campaign reform
wasn't too successful. Frustration over campaign funding,
and the Inevitable corruption it
suggests, is Just another reason why voters stay away in
droves. They seem to be saying, "Get your house In order
before you ask us to come in
and take part in the process."
There's another reason
people are disinterested In voting, and in government. It
struck me as I was watching
the many discussions in the
aftermath of the election. The
various talk shows have had
the political insiders on from

both parties, and everyone. It
seems. Is claiming victory. It
leaves me asking. "Did anyone
lose on November 5?"
The Democrats claim victory because President Clinton
won re-election. The Republicans claim victory because they
held onto both the House and
Senate. People on the left claim
victory because some conservative Issues were defeated.
People on the right claim victory because some candidates,
such as Jesse Helms, won reelecUon.
It's got to be pretty clear
to eveiyone listening that it's all
spin and blather. What's really
going on Is that all these groups
and people who make a living
off raising money for their extreme agendas claim victory,
and refuse to recognize the
repudiation for the losses they
actually suffered in the elections. They need to claim victory so the money will keep
flowing in and their Jobs will
still be secure.
As important as I feel it is
to vote, I can understand why
many people choose not to. But
staying away from the voting
booth, no matter how disaffected we may feel, won't
change anything for the better.
The last thing any politiclan wants to do is scare away
voters. So they tell us what they
know we want to hear. But that
only works for a while. Eventually, the issues have to be dealt
with, Just like the cancer. And.
Just like the cancer, the longer
we go on avoiding it, the worse
the problem will be later.
Paul Pfeifer is an Ohio Supreme Court Justice and guest
columnist for The News.
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Parish to hold hunger event
Fast aims to increase awareness about starving people
dent Connection, said the event is
annually sponsored the Thursday
before Thanksgiving to make
To help Increase awareness of people realize all they have, and
hunger throughout the world, the that others are less fortunate.
"I think this event helps to
Catholic Student Connection at
St. Thomas More University Par- make people more aware of how
ish is sponsoring a Fast for World much they really have compared
to other places in the world," he
Harvest today.
Students, faculty and commu- said. "Sometimes we take all we
nity members are encouraged to have for granted."
Sandy Weinmann, coJoin in the event by fasting for
the whole day, or one meal and chairwoman of the Global Condonating the money they would cerns Committee of the Catholic
Student Connection, said she
have spent on meals to the fund.
Father Dan Zak, chaplan and hopes for a positive response to
moderator of the Catholic Stu- the event to help make more peo-

Genell Pnelich
The BC News

ness of the inequity in the world
and the different organizations
that are trying to do something
about it."
The money raised will be donated to Oxfam America, an international agency which funds
self-help development programs
in thirty countries, and Bread for
the World, a citizens lobby group
that influences government policies affecting world hunger.
Donations will be collected in
the cafeterias on campus
throughout this week for Hunger

ple aware of the issue of hunger
throughout the world.
"Personally, I think this event
gets across the issue of poverty
and those less fortunate and
helps us to be aware," she said.
"Every little penny counts."
Zak said that by fasting, or
denying oneself, participants can
increase their awareness about
hunger and malnutrition that
they may not think about otherwise.
"A lot of people are more
grateful for what they have
around Thanksgiving," he said.
"This event helps to raise aware-

See FAST, page seven.

Nachbar explains '60s movies
Vlnca Guerrlerl
The BG News
A University popular culture
professor told an audience at
Gish Film Theater the good old
days weren't always good.
Professor Jack Nachbar, who
spoke at the second monthly faculty discussion sponsored by the
University Honors Program, said
the confident idealism found in
the movies in the 1960s belied a
disillusionment.
"Despite the bragging confidence of the 1960s, there is an
unusually large amount of popular movies of the time that
suggest that the Utopian vision
held an underlying melancholia,"
Nachbar said.
The first movies that reflected
the attitude of the "60s, according

to Nachbar, were The Beatles' "A
Hard Day's Night" and Stanley
Kubrick's "Dr. Strangelove."
"Dr. Strangelove," Nachbar said,
represented a break from the
previous generation.
"[Dr. Strangelove] was a total,
absolute rejection of the previous generation," Nachbar said.
"It's time for something completely different."
The movies that accurately
represented the counterculture,
according to Nachbar, included
"Easy Rider," "Bonnie and
Clyde," "Cool Hand Luke" and
"Romeo and Juliet." He went on
to say these movies also had another common bond: the heroes
died in the end, something emblematic of movies of the '60s.
"We move towards the same
ending ... uncertainty or death,"

State House
OKs Davidson,
two newcomers
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Republicans
voted to keep Jo Ann Davidson in
her job as House speaker, but
also opted to put two relative
newcomers into leadership positions.
Rep. William Batchelder of
Medina retained his spot as the
No. 2 Republican in voting
Wednesday.
Davidson, of Reynoldsburg,
will lead a Republican caucus
that will hold 60 of the 99 House
seats. That's an increase of four
since she took over the top spot
in 1995 - when Republicans took
control of the House for the first
time in 22 years.
Also re-elected were: Rep.
Randy Gardner of Bowling

Green, the third-ranking Republican, and Rep. Jim Buchy of
Greenville, No. 5.
Rep. Pat Tiberi of Columbus
beat out Rep. Robert Corbin of
Centerville on two ballots to take
the No. 4 leadership post.
Rep. Bill Harris of Ashland will
replace Rep. Ron Amstutz of
Wooster in the No. 6 slot.
Backers of Tiberi and Harris
pointed out that they are among
the first class of lawmakers subject to term limits. State lawmakers are limited to eight years
in office, making it important
that newcomers move more
quickly into leadership roles,
they argued.
Tiberi was just elected to his
third, two-year term. Harris is
finishing his first.

John Huston's "Chinatown," a
mystery with Jack Nicholson as a
jaded, cynical detective who
lived by the credo "Do as little as
possible."
"The '60s began with the Beatles romping through a field, and
ended with the only solution being doing as little as possible,"
Nachbar said.
The discussion was part of a
series sponsored by the Honors
Program and was designed to
provide intellectual stimulation,
according to Allan Emery, director of the Honors Program.

Nachbar said.
The movies of the '60s and
early 70s, according to Nachbar,
reveal the demise of the attitudes
found In the '60s. Nachbar cited
"Alice's Restaurant," which included a soliloquy by Arlo Guthrie realizing that he was against
the war in Vietnam, racism and
exploitation. According to Nachbar, this attitude led to the cynicism and disillusionment that followed the '60s.
"We knew what we didn't
want," Nachbar said. "We didnt
know what we did want."
The movies of the '60s ended in
1974, according to Nachbar, with

See MOVIES, page seven.

■ A University student was spotted carrying a sign with the
words "The Shamrock" on it. The
sign stealer claimed he took the
sign from a house as a joke.
Police took the Jokester and the
sign back to its home and hung it
backup.

ical violence took place. They
were advised to "get the children
and themselves to bed and to
cease righting."

■ A Clough Street resident reported Sunday that his former
girlfriend and her brother had
been giving him harassing phone
■ Residents on West Poe re- calls. She told him she was going
ported Monday they heard things to "f— up your car, computer and
outside, knocking on windows apartment." The brother told him
and received a hangup call. he was going to "f— up his life."
Police searched the area but no
■ A man was seen in the middle
window knocker was found.
of Wooster Street on the overpass throwing his hands up in the
■ East Reed residents reported air Saturday. He was "looking for
Sunday a man was revving up the a ride to 1-80 to get back to New
engine of a semi-tractor and it York."
"looks like he is going to crash
■ A Gypsy Lane man reported
into the fraternity house across
Saturday that he tried to remove
the street."
■ A fast food restaurant em- a loudly meowing cat from
ployee reported Sunday that underneath his deck and "the cat
while she was on break from became aggressive and bit him."
work, she and a friend were be- The bitten man went to the hospiing harassed by a group of teen- tal with a swollen right hand and
age girls. The teens were using forearm.
■ A Canton, Ohio resident was
foul language, and the employee
asked them to be quiet. They re- cited for littering Saturday when
sponded with "Mind your own he placed an open bottle of Natural Ice beer on the sidewalk and
business, bitch."
walked away.
■ A Colony Lane resident re■ A Kroger employee reported
ported Sunday that she heard a four teens purchased four carman beating on a woman next tons of eggs and four large packdoor. Police responded, but the ages of toilet paper Saturday and
man and woman claimed no phys- then headed south into town.

Deal it back to you in spades
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Sophomore Jennifer Sanders, back, points toward April Shumaker, bottom left, during the spades tournament In the Off
Campus Student Center. Teams paid SS to play and the winners

were awarded prizes. The event was sponsored by tbe University Activities Organization.

Runway crash raises airport safety questions
Christopher Wills
The Associated Press
QUINCY, 111. - Investigators
removed 14 bodies and the cockpit recorder Wednesday from the
wreckage of a fiery runway
crash that has raised safety questions about hundreds of U.S. airports with no control tower to
guide pilots.
The charred bodies were left
on the runway of Baldwin Municipal Airport overnight and removed after investigators examined the wreckage of Tuesday's

collision between a United Express commuter plane and a
small private plane.
"It was a vicious fire. There's
really not too much left," said the
National Transportation Safety
Board's George Black. "We know
very few facts about the accident."
Clues to what caused the accident could come from the cockpit
voice recorder taken from the
commuter plane. Unlike a Jetliner, it had no flight data recorder. The private plane had
neither.

The United Express Beech
1900 from Burlington, Iowa, carrying two crew members and 10
passengers, had just landed when
it collided with the smaller plane
taking off with two people. The
crash came at the intersection of
two runways at about S p.m.,
when it was overcast and nearly
dark.
Bruce Chandler, an airport
maintenance worker, said he
rushed toward the blazing planes
but was unable to help anyone. "I
could hear people inside screaming and yelling, and that's when

both tanks exploded," Chandler cording to the Federal Aviation Schaller, co-owner of Curtis
Administration, there are about Aviation Service, which operates
said.
Mike Coultas, a private pilot, 17,500 airports that don't have out of the Quincy airport. "Basisaid he spotted the planes while control towers, and of those at cally, you're broadcasting into
least 300 have scheduled air car- the dark."
driving to the airport.
"I kept thinking to myself I rier or commuter service.
He noted that uncontrolled airPilots at such airports are re- ports are not inherently more
can't believe this aircraft on
Runway 4 does not see the other quired to broadcast their posi- dangerous, "but they place more
aircraft," he said. He saw the two tions repeatedly as they ap- responsibility on the pilot."
planes collide and burst into a proach, prepare to take off or
The Air Lines Pilots Associataxi down the runway. The
ball of fire.
The accident in this Mississip- broadcasts go out over an open tion has said uncontrolled airpi River city of 40,000 has raised channel that all planes near un- ports are safe, but extra
measures should be taken at
concerns about safety at smaller controlled airports monitor.
"You don't know if you're talk- those with regular commuter
airports and landing strips that
don't have control towers. Ac- ing to anyone or not," said Don service.

m. mi TQumm\
November 22 & 23
Campus Bowling and Billiards
$5 - Bursarable
'Prizes Awarded to top 3 finishers
Sign up Nov. 11-21
In the UAO office, 330 Union
or Campus Bowling and Billiards
For more info call 2-7164

Cheek Out
The 1996
Winter Sports Tab
In Todays Paper &,

Presents:

RT Tegal
Plumb
19 & Over Every Night

* Last Day To Sign Up!!
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Youth leader
sent to prison

No more Hokie

Terry Klnney
The Associated Press

The Auaclaica

The Virginia Tech Hokle Bird I* upset after he was suspended I with the Miami mascot, an Ibis,
for the rest of the season following an Incident of "fowl" play |

1141 S. Main

1354-2526
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6 AM - Midnight
Everyday
W.W.9.WWWWW

Nabisco
Snack
Crackers
6.75 -10.5 oi. wt.

Regular or Diet
Assorted Varieties

Pepsi-Cola
Products

■■orled Varieties^

Ritz Bitz
Sandwich
Crackers
/6.7S- 10.5 oi. wt. Jjl
2 For 8

4.

Regular;
Homestyle,
W/Calcium or
W/Vitamin*

Tropicana
Season's Best
Orange Juice
64 oc. wt.

Original, Beef,
'Crab, Lobster, Shrimp^
or Chicken

For*

'Ty Ming
Ramen 3 oz. wt.
Noodles

Selected Varieties

12 pack - 12 oz. cans

Campbell's Home
too kin' Soup

»2>™
tegular, Ranch,
Cheddar & Sour Cream,
Mesquite, or French Onion

Regular
f/Bleach, or
'Free-Clear

^»
j^LlM 128 oi. wt.

Ruffles Potato Chipsf Liquid
i

*JI—**?$$ ^Detergent |

Regular or Diet
Assorted Varieties

^fcoca-Cola
Products
9

06*99

Limit 2 Pleaae!

White

Spartan

Bath
Tissue
12 pk.

Regular or Diet
Assorted Varieties

12 pack, 12 oz. cans

2/% *

19 os. wt..

§

Up

6 pack, 12 oi. cam

Products
99

Pricea Effective Monday,
Nov. 18 thru Sunday, Nov.
24, 1996. Quantity Right.
Reaerved. Not Reaponaible
for Pictorial or
Typographical Errora.

PTCM

BATAVIA, Ohio - A former
church youth director professed
his love for a teen-age girl he had
an affair with, then was sentenced Wednesday to at least 12
years in prison for child stealing
and corrupting a minor.
"I pray that God brings peace
to you and your family," Keith
Luecke said to the girl's family.
'To Alccia, I never meant to
harm you or cause you pain, because I do love you."
Luecke, 33, pleaded guilty Oct.
25 to charges stemming from his
disappearance with Alecia
Campbell, now IS, who formerly
had dated Luecke's son. She was
13 when she started the relationship with Keith Luecke.
Clermont County Common
Pleas Judge Jerry McBride
called Luecke a dangerous pedophile and said the girl needed
protection against him for the
maximum term allowed.
McBride adopted the county
prosecutor's sentencing recommendation of eight to IS years
for child stealing and two years
for each of two counts of corrupting a minor.
A 1 1/2-year sentence for a
theft charge may be served concurrently, the judge said. Luecke
was charged with theft for stealing a laptop computer and drill
from his workplace.
"I have asked God's forgiveness for my sins," Luecke said.

wjl

' - .-..

Al Behrman/Tht fcisocUtedPrtM

Keith Luecke listens as he Is sentenced by Judge Jerry McBride
Wednesday.
He apologized for the embarrassment and pain he caused his
family, the Campbell family and
members of the Monterey Baptist Church he had served.
"I have made wrong choices,
and now I must pay," he said.
But the judge said Luecke has
continued to try to contact
Campbell, and a probation report
indicated that Luecke anticipated
resuming his relationship with
Campbell when she turns 18.
McBride called Luecke's actions appalling, noting that
Luecke once taught a program
called "True Love Waits" to his
church youth group. He said
Luecke had abused his position of
trust in drawing "a vulnerable
child" into a sexual relationship.
Luecke's wife has said she
plans to divorce him.

mGreat American
Smokeout
November 21,1996

Hot Tips for Cold Turkey

1
2
3

On o blank business cord, wrire down your main reason for
wanting ro quir smoking. On rhe bock, list seven rhings you can
do in ploce of smoking, i.e. (o) brush reerh (b) suck on o
lifesaver (c) chew on o srrow (d) do deep breorhing exercises
(e) drink worer (f) rake a walk. Remember, ir's important ro lisr
whor coping strategies will work for you!
Use your "cigarette money" envelope ro reward yourself for nor
smoking. Each day, pur rhe omounr of money you would
usually spend on cigarerres in rhe envelope instead. Counr your
money daily ro reinforce hew much money you're saving. You
moy decide ro spend rhis weekly or monrhry on somerhing fun
ro reward yourself, bur conrinue plocing money inro your
envelope daily.
If cigarerres give you on energy boost...ny o brisk wolk, o glass
of juice, o mild exercise, a new hobby, or any rype of physical
ocriviry Energize yourself wirh o refreshing shower or try
srepping ourside for several minures.

Pick up Survival
Tips at the Union
Foyer from 10-2pm
Call the Center for
Wellness&
Prevention with
further questions,
372-9355

Always a great selection of
wines & cold imported beers!
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Regulations proposed
for smoking in public
John McCarthy
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Bar and restaurant owners believe smokers
would go elsewhere to light up If
proposed rules governing public
smoking are enacted, a tobacco-sponsored survey released
Wednesday found.
The rules the Occupational
Safety and Health Board proposed would lead to losses and
layoffs, according to a majority
of the 300 bar owners contacted
by the Ohio Licensed Beverage
Association. The group represents about 1,100 bar and tavern
owners statewide.
Under the rules, workplaces
and spots where people gather
would have to provide a separate,
enclosed area for smokers and
Include direct ventilation to the
outside.
"Obviously this is a thinly
veiled proposal by OS HA to enact
a smoking ban," Philip Craig, association executive director, said
at a news conference held at a
downtown restaurant. "Compliance with these regulations
would be a costly nightmare for
small-business owners."
The survey, conducted in Sep-

"I found the survey
results alarming, but
not surprising. The
impact of this would
be lower sales for the
owners and reduced
tips for employees."
Tony Scartz
restaurant operator
tember, found that 84 percent of
the bar owners and SI percent of
the restaurant owners responding expected a decrease in revenue if smoking is banned.
Seventy-three percent of those
bar owners and 71 percent of the
restaurant owners predicted that
a ban would result in employee
layoffs, said the survey, which
was sponsored by Philip Morris
Companies Inc., a tobacco producer.
The survey also found that 98
percent of the bar owners and 87
percent of the restaurant owners
think that the merchants, and not
the government, should make

their own rules.
"I found the survey results
alarming, but not surprising,"
said Tony Scartz, who has operated Tony's Italian Restaurant
for 14 years. "The impact of this
would be lower sales for the
owners and reduced tips for employees."
Under one of the rules, employers must assure that workers
wont be required to enter designated smoking areas "in the performance of normal work activities." That could result in fines
for owners if their employees
serve customers in those areas,
Craig said.
Stephen Gaskill, an OSHA
spokesman In Washington, did
not return a telephone call seeking comment. No timetable has
been set to Implement the rules.
The American Lung Association-Ohio supports the OSHA
regulations, said Janet Studer,
director of government relations.
She said the bar owners' survey
was suspect because the answers
the association was looking for
were built into the questions.
For example, the survey asked,
"Do you expect a decrease in
revenue as a result of a smoking
ban?"

Michael HclnUThc Auoclatrd Prtti

Ambassador of Bosnia Herzegovina Sven Alkalaj, makes a point as his counterpart Miomur Zuzul, ambassador of Croatia, listens on Wednesday Nov. 20 at a round table session on the state of the Dayton
Peace Accords In Dayton.

Man prefers death to jail
The Associated Press
MASON, Ohio - A man wounded by a State Highway Patrol
trooper last week said he was
ready to die rather than go to jail,
according to a transcript of his
interview with another trooper.
Stephen Wharf, 22, of Carroll,
was bound over to a Warren
County grand jury on Tuesday on
felony charges of assault and
fleeing and eluding. He remained
in the Warren County jail In Lebanon on $500,000 bond.
Wharf was interviewed while
being treated in a Cincinnati hospital Nov. 12. Portions of the

transcript were read at Tuesday's hearing in Mason Municipal Court.
"When asked if he was going to
shoot the trooper, Wharf stated
that he is a disciple of Christ who
was ready to die and that he was
ready to shoot the trooper," The
Columbus Dispatch reported
Wednesday.
"He added that he will not live
in a communist country and that
he had told Yahweh that he would
fight and not go to prison. Wharf
admitted that he was nervous and
scared at the scene... and that he
wished he hadn't put the gun
down in that he was ready to

die," said Sgt. J.D. Brink, reading
from the transcript.
Trooper Matthew Evans said
Nov. 12 that when he approached
Wharf's car, he fired several
times because he saw Wharf
pointing a rifle at him.
Guns, ammunition and bombmaking instructions were found
in Wharfs car, which had been
stolen from a Louisville, Ky., car
dealer.
Wharf said he was not a member of any militia group. But he
acknowledged being a white supremacist, according to the
interview transcript

Dayton Accords mark
one-year anniversary
James Hannah
The Associated Press
DAYTON - Arresting suspected war criminals and enabling refugees to return to
their homes are the greatest
hurdles facing Bosnia a year
after the Dayton Peace Accords, diplomats from the region said Wednesday.
Ambassadors from Croatia,
Yugoslavia and Bosnia attempted to measure the effectiveness of the accords at a symposium marking the one-year anniversary of the pact.
For three weeks last November, the presidents of Croatia,
Bosnia and Serbia met at
Wright-Patterson Air Force

Base before reaching an
agreement to end the war.
Sven Alkalaj, ambassador of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, said
more suspected war criminals
must be rounded up. He said
there have been reports of suspected war criminals walking
into local police stations and
not being arrested.
"We should do something
more forceful to fulfill this
Dayton article," said Alkalaj.
"There is no reconciliation if
they are not brought to justice.
And there is no peace without
justice."
Martin Bell, foreign correspondent for the BBC, agreed
that arresting suspected war
criminals is vital to the success

1-800-COLLECT

of the accords.
"This is the key issue," said
Bell. "If we fudge it, I think
reconciliation is going to sink
into the sand."
James Bevan, ambassador
from Great Britain who helped
plan the peace talks, said
NATO intends to put more
pressure on the Croats and
Serbs to deliver suspects. He
said he is confident they will be
brought to justice.
"There's nothing wrong with
what Dayton said on war criminals," said Bevan. "Bosnia
won't be a normal country until
war criminals are brought to
trial."

®

Proudly Sponsors Intramural Sports At

Bowling Green State University

1996 BGSU Intramural Flag Football
Championship Results:

1996 BGSU Intramural Softball
Championship Results:

Fraternity B
Sigma Chi defeated Sigma Phi Epsilon, 21-19
Sorority
Alpha Xi Delta defeated Chi Omega, 14-0
Fraternity A
Sigma Phi Epsilon defeated Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 31-15
Men's Independent
Roar Schocks defeated Ice House, 26-7
Women's Independent
Triple B's defeated QCD's, 25-6

Fraternity A
Sigma Phi Epsilon defeated Sigma Chi, 9-8
Fraternity B
Sigma Phi Epsilon defeated Sigma Chi, 12-11
Men's Independent
Hot Lumber defeated Postgamers, 13-10
Sorority
Chi Omega defeated Sigma Kappa, 12-9
Co-Rec
Tappa Kegga Brewa defeated No Soup For You, 15-7

SIGN UP TODAY
Stop by the IM/Rec dept. and receive
$9 in FREE 1-800-COLLECT calls

NIRSA Endorsed

See Your
Intramural
Recreational
Department

9

1-800-COLLECT

It's Fast. It's Easy. It Saves.
.
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UV telescope troubles NASA
Alignment difficulties frustrate scientists' efforts with shuttle
Marcla Ounn
The Associated Press

Detail Cock/The AiMclattd Praia

House Speaker Newt Gingrich, of Georgia, flanked by Hoase
Majority Leader Dick Armey of Texaa, left, and Rep. Jennifer
Dunn, R-Wash., gestures on Capitol Hill Wednesday after House
Republican! voted by acclamation to keep glngrich as speaker.

Gingrich gets
second term
David Espo
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Chosen by
Republicans for a second term
as House speaker. Newt Gingrich said Wednesday the
GOP Congress has an "absolute moral obligation" to work
with President Clinton and
leave the campaign wars behind.
In a speech following his
selection, Gingrich looked
ahead to an "Implementation
Congress" on issues such as
balancing the budget, cutting
taxes, attacking drugs and improving the health care
system.
"We bear the unusual burden of reaching out to a Democratic president and saying,
together, we can find common
ground," said Gingrich, whose
formal election as speaker is
slated for Jan. 7, 1997, when
the 105th Congress officially
convenes.
Across the Capitol complex.
Senate Democratic Leader
Tom Daschle of South Dakota
expressed a similar hope for
cooperation.
In his first extended remarks since the presidential
and congressional elections,

Daschle said, "There really is
perhaps an historic opportunity for Democrats and Republicans to work together. And
our choice is really this: We
can legislate or we can recriminate."
President Clinton, too, has
indicated a willingness to
work with Republicans. "We're in this boat together, and
we have to paddle it together,"
he said shortly after the voters
had returned both him and the
GOP Congress to power.
Gingrich's remarks were
more subdued and less combative than two years ago.
Then, he had led his party to
a House majority for the first
time in 40 years, and stood
ready to lead them through an
exhaustive effort to pass the
conservative "Contract With
America."
Now, the 53-year-old Georgian finds himself under lingering investigation by the ethics committee.
On a personal note, Gingrich
remarked to fellow Republicans that his father had died
of cancer only a few hours
earlier in the day, and on his
mother's birthday. "That
makes it hard," he said.

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fta. Scientists struggled to correct
alignment problems Wednesday
with an ultraviolet telescope that
was released from space shuttle
Columbia for two weeks of observations.
"It's not a mission threat, but
until we can identify what's offsetting it, we're poking around in
the dark," NASA astrophysicist
Ronald Polidan said.
Polidan expected the trouble to
be resolved by Thursday. The
problem cropped up after an
11 -day delay in the flight.

"It's not a mission
threat, but until we
can identify what's
offsetting it, we're
poking around in the
dark."
Ronald Polidan
NASA astrophysicist
"We've been waiting for this
for a long time and it's just about
in our grasp but not quite," Polidan said. "People are getting
frustrated and saying, 'Let's get
this solved so we can start getting data.'"
Columbia's five astronauts set
loose the telescope Tuesday
night, eight hours after the shuttle blasted off.
The telescope is supposed to
fly free of Columbia more than
200 miles above Earth for nearly
14 days, making up to 300 observations of newborn and dying
stars. Interstellar gas, the atmosphere of the moon, and the northern and southern lights of Jupiter.
Scientists discovered the
alignment problems when they
aimed the telescope at the
brightest ultraviolet object In the
sky other than the sun, a star in
the Constellation Puppis 1,000 to
1,500 light-years away. The star
wasn't where it was supposed to
be.

Study: ozone agreement
will help to avert cancer
Matt Crenson
The Associated Press

findings in Thursday's issue of
the British journal Nature.
The ozone layer helps filter out
ultraviolet rays that can cause
skin cancer.
Ozone-depleting chemicals include chlorofiuorocarbons, or
CFCs, which are used In air conditioners and are being phased
out but are still being produced
in developing countries, and
methyl bromide, a pesticide that
is still in fairly wide use.

A 1992 International agreement to stop producing ozonedestroying chemicals will avert a
vast skin cancer epidemic in the
21st century, researchers say.
A Dutch study found that by
2100, controls on the industrial
compounds that attack Earth's
ozone layer will prevent 1.5 million U.S. cases of skin cancer a
year. In Northern Europe,
"There's a bit more work to do.
550,000 cases will be prevented
We've got to get methyl bromide
annually.
Currently, there are more than out of the system and make sure
800,000 cases of skin cancer in that no new chemicals come in,"
the United States each year. said Joseph Farman of the
Fewer than 10,000 of them are European Ozone Research Coordinating Unit in Cambridge, Engfatal.
"If you compare it to what land.
In 1992, an agreement known
would have happened otherwise,
then you see a tremendous, well, as the Copenhagen Amendments
kind of success story," said was signed, strengthening an
Harry Slaper of the Institute of ozone-protection plan endorsed
Public Health and the Environ- in Montreal five years earlier.
The Dutch study compared
ment in the Netherlands. He and
his colleagues reported their what would happen under three

scenarios - one with no restrictions on ozone-destroying
chemicals, another with the 1987
Montreal protocol and a third
with the stricter Copenhagen
agreement.

Ckria CMcara/Tic Aiaoclaltd Praia

A flock of birds scatters as the main engines oo the Space Shuttle Columbia begin firing during lift-off
Tuesday afternoon at the Kennedy Space Center.
The cause of the alignment
problem wasn't immediately
known, but it might have been
the vibration of liftoff.
Once scientists determine the

. t
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degree of misalignment, they can have a more serious problem.
send corrective computer commands, Polidan said. But he said
U.S. and German space agenone of the Instruments, a high- cies and universities have spent
resolution spectrograph, may $93 million on the project.
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In all three cases, skin cancer
increases gradually during the
first half of the 21st century.
Under the Copenhagen agreement, skin cancer attributable to
ozone depletion peaks around
2060 at 8,000 U.S. cases above the
1996 level. Then it drops back to
the 1996 level.
Under both the Montreal protocol and the no-control scenario,
skin cancer rises sharply
throughout the 21st century.
In the same Issue of Nature, a
Colorado researcher estimated
that scientists should begin seeing the recovery of the ozone
layer, at least over Antarctica,
where depletion is most severe,
around 2008.
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Wendy Hogle blows a bubble while starring her crossing guard post Tuesday li Ptattsburgh, N.Y
lladlc believes In dressing for the weather and dressing to be seen.
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Applications for
Spring '97
BG News Editor
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First 250 people through the gat* at Friday's
hockey game against Notre Dame wHI receive
a FREE can holder from UAO
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204 WesVHa'll

Deadline to apply Is 3 p.m.
Monday, December 2.
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STORES

MOVIES

FAST
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Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.

Continued from page three.

Continued from page three.

Continued from page one.

However, the task force has
worked on more than education.
According to Vetter, the first
Issue the task force worked with
was campus lighting.
"The first part of the semester
we focused on lighting," Vetter
said. "There is a lighting master
plan that has been developed and
the state recently released funding for the first stage of that. So
you'll be seeing more lights over
the next few months."
Vetter said another idea the
task force started was the Night
Walk program.
"Public safety officers walk
around with students and faculty
to determine what areas may not
be perceived as well-lit," Vetter
said.
Vetter said they have received
a lot of feedback about the task
force. He said people have given
a lot of suggestions.
Anyone can attend the task
force meetings. The next meeting will be Dec. 10 in the student
courtroom in the Student Services Building.
Lab said they would like to
have more people attend.
"The more people who attend,
the more ideas we have," he said.
Vetter said anyone who wants
to put an item on the agenda to
discuss can contact him at
372-2011.

ing on Dec. 20, said he sells pipes
for tobacco use only, and has
everything labeled as such.
"If people tell me they are going to use it for Illegal purposes,
then I won't sell it to them," Britt
said.
Britt said his business, which
also sells clothing, posters, candles, jewelry and buttons, has
always donated to campus organizations. He said his business will
be around for a long time.
Glowackl was unavailable for
comment

Emery said the discussion provoked Insightful comments by
students in the audience, a sentiment echoed by other faculty
members in the audience.
"With the questions brought up
by students, you could see they
were practicing critical thinking," said Gary Silverman,
professor of environmental
health.
English Professor Phil Terrie
said the topic of the discussion
was very relevant to the University.

Awareness Week Members of
the Catholic Student Connection
will have a table at the Union
Lobby today from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
to collect donations.

as a man who bridged the differences of race, politics and religion, weighing in as a mediator on
emotional issues ranging from
nuclear war to AIDS education
Tonight there will also be a and prejudice.
His last major undertaking was
Soup and Breads of the World
Supper sponsored at St. Thomas the Catholic Common Ground
Project to open dialogue with
More at 6 p.m.
Catholics who dissent from
Those who attend can make a church teachings on issues such
donation to the cause and eat as birth control, celibacy of
different soups and breads that priests and ordination of women.
"He wanted to make common
are representative from
different parts of the world.
ground holy ground," Velp said to

wide applause from an audience
that included Vice President Al
Gore, Gov. Jim Edgar, and Mayor
Richard M Daley. "He brought
people together. He worked hard
to do that."

' Hundreds stood in the fall chill
as the funeral procession wound
its way through Chicago's West
Side to Mount Carmel Cemetery
in suburban Hillside, where
other late cardinals of the archdiocese also have been laid to
rest.
Snow fell on mourners who
gathered near a mausoleum to
pay final respects.
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Continued from page one.

ments."
Many of the students working
at the labs are enrolled in 100
level courses. She said groups of
six to eight of these students
meet once a week for about an
hour to discuss that week's class
activity.
The writing lab is mostly used
by those enrolled in basic English
courses. She said students who
need help with writing skills
need to think ahead of time.
"The Writing Lab fills up, so
then we have to turn students
away. I encourage students to
sign up early, and not wait until
the night before a paper is due,"
she said.
As director, Morgan is responsible for the financial well-being
of the department. With enrollment growing, and the demand
for help greater each year, Morgan said it is a challenge.
"We don't have the space and
we dont have the funds to hire
more tutors. We're looking at
different ways of delivering tutoring," Morgan said. "You just
keep on fighting to get more resources. It gets pretty hard when
you keep having to turn people
away."
Academic Enhancement
receives some federal dollars to
assist in its mission. Morgan said
she makes certain that money is
used properly.
"We're pretty sensitive to staying in compliance with what we
say we're going to be doing with
the federal money," she said.
"We try to select the most needed
students at the University, both
economically and educationally."
Morgan said she would like to
promote her department more In
the future so students have
greater oportuniti es.
"I would like to be a more successful advocate so we can get
more resources so we can do the
kinds of things that we need to do
here," she said.
Despite the tight budget, Morgan said she makes students a top
priority.
"I think we feel students are
very important," she said. "We
try and provide the kinds of services that will help make the students successful. That doesn't
mean we're going to be doing a
lot of hand holding, but we want
to help the students become better learners."
It la the first-year students who
Morgan says needs the most assistance. She said the help the
University is able to provide
freshmen during their first
months as a college student may
determine if they graduate.
"The first-year experience Is a
very important and crucial
year," she said. "Expectations
for students are quite different
than they were in high school. We
can help the student understand
these expectations and work with
them before they have academic
difficulties."
Since taking the job, Morgan
said she has seen a change in the
attitudes of students.
"I would say the emphasis on
careers and getting a job after
graduation is even more intense
today than it has been In the past
few years," she said.
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GO FALCONS!
jfr 1996-97 Hockey Schedule

#28
Brad
Newman

TORONTO
W.9-0
OCT.
11
OHIO STATE
W, 7-2
OCT.
12
BOSTON COLLEGE. W, 8-3; W, 4-2
OCT. 18-19
at Lake Superior. . . .W.6-4; W, 4-2
Oct. 25-26
at Michigan
7 p.m.
Nov.
1
7 p.m.
NOV.
2 NOTRE DAME
FERRIS STATE
7 p.m.
NOV.
8
7 p.m.
Nov.
9 at Michigan
at Miami
7 p.m.
Nov.
15
MICHIGAN
7 p.m.
NOV.
16
NOTRE DAME
7 p.m.
NOV.
22
MICHIGAN STATE
7 p.m.
NOV.
23
OHIO STATE
7 p.m.
NOV.
30
at Ohio State
3 p.m.
Dec.
1
7 p.m.
DEC.
6 ALASKA-FAIRBANKS
at Western Michigan
7 p.m.
Dec.
14
Rensselaer/Marine Midland Bank Holiday Hochey Tournament
Dec.
27
vs. Brown
5:30 p.m.

Center
5-9,170 lbs.
Chicago, III.

Beat State!

IKEY
YEARBOOK

#10
Curtis
Fry

Wing
6-1. 175 lbs

Center

Wing

5-8, 170 lbs.

LaSalle, Ontario

Hinton, Alta.

6-2, 195 lbs
Sipoo, Finland

Go, Fight, Win!

Jan.
Jan.
JAN.
JAN.
JAN.
JAN.
Feb.
FEB.
FEB.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
MARCH
March
March
March

28
3-4
11
14
18
24
31
1
7-8
15
16
21
22
1
7-9
14
15

Consolation
5:30 p.m.
Championship
8:30 p.m.
at Ferris State
7 p.m.
at Notre Dame
7 p.m.
WESTERN MICHIGAN
7 p.m.
COLGATE
7 p.m.
LAKE SUPERIOR
7 p.m.
MIAMI
7 p.m.
at Michigan
7 p.m.
ALASKA-FAIRBANKS
7 p.m.
WESTERN MICHIGAN
7 p.m.
at Ohio State
3 p.m.
at Miami
7 p.m.
at Ohio State
7 p.m.
MICHIGAN STATE
7 p.m.
CCHA Playoffs-Quarterfinals
,TBA
CCHA Playoffs-Semifinals. . . 5/8:30 p.m.
CCHA Playoffs-Championship. . 7:30 p.m.

#5

#7
Antti
llvonen

#18
Cralg
Desjarlais

(ptfAJOMs

Dec.

John
Hustler
Defense
6-1, 190 lbs.
Cobourg, Ontario

"GO FALCONS!
All the way to the title!

he little top
GO FALCONS!

RGER

RING
Visit one of our three
BG locations after the game

#21
Mike
Jones

Buddy
Powers

Defense
6-3, 175 lbs.
Toledo, Ohio

Head Coach
3rd Season
Boston, Mass.

liiMJDBSt

#8
Dave
Faulkner

#15
Adam
Edinger

Left Wing
5-6, 175 lbs.
Bracebridge,
Ontario

Center
6-2, 210 lbs.
Toledo, Ohio

HMJ
Proud to be a
sponsor of the
BGSU Falcons!

#3
Adam

#2
B.J.
Adams

Defense
6-1, 205 lbs.
Markham, Ontario

Defense
6-2, 190 lbs
Scarborough,
Ontario

50 BGSU!!

#25
Kevin

#17
Zach
Ham

Wing
6-1, 185 lbs.
Geneseo, N.Y.

Left Wing/Center
6-1,185 lbs
Spokane,
Washington

Go

Go BG!

Let's Go
Falcons!

Good Luck

Falcons!
Love the Sisters of

9-v*enede^

Good Luck
Falcons!

A®

Kevin
Armbruster!
Alpha Chi Omega

**'« and S*>»*

■■■■■■■■Mi

■■■■MHMH

I

wmmmma^mtmmmmmK^mmm

^^H

#4
Todd
Kelman
Defense
6-1, 190 lbs.
Calgary,
Alberta
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#22
Keith
Ebare

John
Fletcher

YW

Let's Go!

^^k

Volunteer Asst.
Coach
1st Season

Center/Right Wing
5-9,175 lbs.
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.

Go Falcons!

GOBG!
NEWS

**•* and S«**

Brett
Punchard
Left Wing
6-0, 185 lbs.
Scarborough,
Ontario

Right Wing
6-1, 200 lbs.
Srnia. Ont.

THE

^enede,ro,

#27

#23
Dan
Price

KEY

YEARBOOK

Let's Go Keith!
#6
Matt
Eldred

Ratchuk

Defense
5-11,195 lbs.
Rocky River, Ohio

Defense
8-1.175 lbs.
Buffalo, N.Y.

Go
Falcons!

Raise the
Roof!

The Sisters of
Delta Zeta

The Sisters of
DZ

H

E

Unigrciphics
Go, Fight, Win!

NEWS
Let's Go Falcons!

#12
Mike
Johnson
Right Wing
6-3, 190 lbs
Scarborough,
Ontario

#14
Brad
Center
6-1, 190 lbs.
Parma, Ohio

Good Luck
Falcons!!
The Sisters of

Brian
Hills

Wayne
Wilsen

Asst. Coach
3rd Season

Asst. Coach
1 lth Season

Go Falcons!

Go Falcons!

KA

Kappa Delta
GO BGSU!
#11
Dale
Crombeen

#1
Beb
Petrie

Center/Right Wing
5-11, 180 lbs.
Mooretown,
Ontario

Goaltender
5-10,180 lbs.
Canton, Michigan

Rock on
Beener!
Lambda Chi Alpha

Total 35*3*11

Sport
..Source
10*5 It M^n
Bowling Green, OH

Go Falcons!

#20
Kelly
Perrault

#29
Mike
Savard

Defense
6-1, 195 lbs.
Ft. Saskatchewan,
Alberta

Goaltender
5-11,185 lbs.
Red Deer, Alberta

Hit the Ice
and Win!
■JSP*

rarm
Free Delivery
353-0044

■

•

GO BG!
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Yeltsin up, on feet
after heart surgery
Candlce Hughes
The Associated Press

Bluer TkampMa/Tte AaMciatcd Pnu

President BUI Clinton laughs after being met by Australian Prime Minister John Howard In the foyer
of Parliament House in Austrailia Tuesday.

Clinton commits to
stronger Asian ties
Nancy Benac
The Associated Press
CANBERRA, Australia - Eager to forge stronger ties to
Asia, President Clinton yesterday committed the United
States to improving relations
with China and defended his
administration's handling of
questions about campaign contributions linked to Asian interests.
Clinton told a receptive audience at the Australian Parliament that an open and prosperous China "is in our deepest interests. True cooperation is
both possible and plainly productiveUnderscoring the global
stakes, Clinton told legislators,
"the direction China takes in
the years to come... will help to
decide whether the next century is one of conflict or cooperation."
He acknowledged that the
United States continues to have
important differences with

China over human rights and
other issues, but said "we're
making progress" on disputes
over trade and nuclear technology.
He added that he would candidly discuss ongoing differences with Chinese President
Jiang Zemin when the two
meet privately this weekend at
a conference of Pacific nations
in the Philippines.
"By working together where
possible and dealing with our
differences openly and respectfully where necessary,
we can deepen our dialogue
and add to Asia's stability," he
said.
The president also set high
stakes for a strong and secure
Asia overall, saying America's
"future cannot be secure if
Asia's future is in doubt."
The president was warmly
received by legislators, drawing rare standing ovations and
friendly calls of "hear, hear."
Earlier, Clinton and Prime

Active Christians ^ocCay
A place for friends!

352-6486

Minister John Howard used a
joint news conference to offer
a like-minded view that drawing China into a more cooperative relationship with other
Asian-Pacific nations would
produce economic benefits for
all sides and promote peace.
"The United States has no interest in containing China,"
Clinton said. "What the United
States wants is to sustain an
engagement with China ... that
will increase the chances that
there will be more liberty and
more prosperity and more
genuine cooperation in the future."
Standing next to Howard,
Clinton said his visit to Australia has been so much fun "I'm
amazed that only three American presidents have come here.
I think it ought to be a habit."
He and his wife, Hillary, capped the day with a dinner
cruise of Sydney harbor
aboard the Aussie Legend, with
Howard as their host.

MOSCOW - In his first television appearance since heart bypass surgery, Boris Yeltsin strolled slowly around the grounds of
the Kremlin hospital Wednesday
and declared: "I'm in a fighting
mood."
The brief clip showed a considerably thinner Russian president bundled up in a traditional
Russian fur hat, plaid scarf and a
jacket to ward off the chilly
November wind. He leaned
slightly on the left arm of his
granddaughter, Masha, and his
wife Naina and younger
daughter, Tatyana Dyachenko,
were at his side.
"I can't say I'm fully, firmly
and strongly on my feet, but the
doctors did their Job," Yeltsin
said on the grounds of the Kremlin hospital.
The stroll was taped after Yeltsin had his stitches removed
Wednesday. The chief Kremlin
doctor, Sergei Mironov, said the
65-year-old Yeltsin could be
released from the hospital
Thursday or Friday.
Yeltsin will spend several
weeks recuperating at his coun-

Alexandra Zavls
The Associated Press
CAPE TOWN, South Africa The 1^00 marchers arrived at
the gates of Parliament chanting
"We want justice. We want
peace." Then they turned In a
complaint on crime In the city's
gang-infested mixed-race townships.
These were no ordinary protesters. These were murderers,
thieves and drug dealers seeking
government protection from anti-crime vigilantes.
Most of the city's rival gangs
have banded together in a campaign for peace. It started in August, when a vigilante group People Against Gangsterism
and Drugs, or PAGAD - shot one
of Cape Town's biggest gang

Sunday Worship
10:00 am
Church School
11:00 am - 12:00 pm
Christian Education For All Ages
• Music • Nursery Core •
Pastor David Cook Young
126 S. Church, Bowling Green
352-5176

Mon: 9 pm ot 612 €. UJooster (across from Founders)
Tiles: 7 pm ot Rlumnl Room (3rd floor of Union)

III!

QQMMUNnY(/CHRISr

BOWLING

II l

LUIrEu\NChUI«^&STlJDfWCrMn?

GREEN

Sunday Worehlp-8:30 & 11 am
Sunday School- 9:45 am
Saturday Contemporary Worship- 5pm

Advent Dinners at 6 pm Dec. 4,11,18th
Rev. Edward G. Walden, Sr. Pastor
Pastor Paul D. Winters
Pastor David Bringman
nCRLorrane Flick

<

f

leaders 72 times and set his body
ablaze. Police watched.
The gang leaders formed the
Community Outreach Forum, or
CORE, a loose organization that
makes speeches, has press conferences and organizes demonstrations in the name of selfprotection.
"The irony is that anti-crime
protesters are now involved In
criminal activities, while criminals have assumed the moral
high ground," community activist Norman Jenkins said.
CORE is offering Cape Town
an end to gang violence. It wants
President Nelson Mandela to acknowledge gangsters as victims
of the past apartheid political
system and to help them enter
legitimate businesses.
CORE insists it could help

weed out police corruption and
break local links with international drug cartels. But CORE
leaders say their drug-dealing
will continue until the government finds its members other
ways to make money.
The government says it cannot
negotiate with criminals, and
police question CORE'S sincerity.
"Time will tell," Police Inspector
Vema Simons said.
Jenkins, an official with the
National Institute for Crime Prevention and Rehabilitation of
Offenders, says ignoring CORE
would be a mistake.
"I think we must not close the
door on people who are showing
an inclination to change," he said.
"They could feel their positive
initiative is being rejected by the
community."

„

St. Thomas More
University Parish
Masses:
Saturday Evening-5:00pm
Sunday-10:00am, 11:30am, 7:00pm
Tue8day-12:05pm at Prout Chapel
(on campus)
1505E. Wooster
phone 353-0881

All are Welcome!
Trinity Church
United Methodist

17360 N. Dixie B.Q.
Just North of Woodland Mall
352-0672

St. Mark's I*iUierai*iBs.coiiege

The Kremlin was a hotbed of
intrigue during Yeltsin's illness,
with courtiers jockeying fiercely
for position and influence. Yeltsin's inner circle was rocked by
sensational scandals and some
spectacular purges.

Sunday: Service-9:00am
Christian Youth Gathering-9:00am

Dayspring Assembly of God

Worship at 10:00am & 6:00pm
School of Bible-9:00am

try home outside Moscow or at a
government health resort before
returning to work in the Kremlin.
"Now I need to train," Yeltsin
said. "I need to take on more,
physically and emotionally, to
rehabilitate in full force."

St. John's Episcopal
Church

1124E. WoosterSL • 352-5101
Contemporary Worship Sundays 10:30 am
Join us for friendship and fellowship
Everybody Welcome

Sunday:

PTCM

Gangs march for safely

First Presbyterian Church

Bible Studies

Thc AtMcUttd

President Boris Yeltsin sits on a park bench at Moscow's Central Hospital with his wife Naina, left, and his granddaughter Masha Wednesday. It Is Yeltsin's first time outside since his quintuple bypass operation two weekends ago.

CHURCH
DIRECTORY
St. Aloysius Catholic Church
comer of Summit & Clough St
MASS SCHEDULE:
SATURDAY - 5:30 PM
SUNDAY - 8:00 AM • 10:00 AM

Praise and Proclaiming Christ
at the heart of Bowling Green
across from the Courthouse
Sunday Worship 10:30
Church School
9:15
Telephone: 353-9031

W*First Christian Church 1
Worship
Church School

12:00 NOON

HOLY DAYS:
DAY BEFORE - 7:00 PM VIGIL MASS
HOLY DAY - 9:15 AM & 5:30 PM.

A Warm
Welcome for All!

10:45 A.M.
9:30 A.M.

Nursery Provided During Services

Margaret Connor - Pastor
875 Haskini Road. BG
(Corner of Haikini & Poe)

_

354-3989

'
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Scott
Brown

Sports
Dore doesn't get the glamour
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BG News
Sports
Editor

But the Falcon senior
definitely deserves it

Riding
theBG
wagon

JimTocco
The BG News

It doesn't get any bigger than
this coming weekend for Bowling
Green athletics.
The soccer team hosts a NCAA
Tournament match for the first
time Saturday afternoon. The
basketball teams open their respective seasons that day, with
the women hosting nationallyranked Notre Dame and the men
visiting Colonial Athletic Conference power James Madison.
And the hockey team, fresh off
a promising 3-3 tie against Michigan, looks to get back on track
against rivals Notre Dame (Friday) and Michigan State (Saturday).
Thr BC Ncwi/Doui Kkranoviky

For the soccer team, this is the
ultimate. BG has reeled off 13
consecutive victories in whitewashing the rest of the MidAmerican Conference and climbing as high as 10th nationally in
one poll.
BG hosts Detroit, and it should
be a good game considering the
Titans were the last team to deal
the Falcons a loss, 3-1 in overtime
way back on Sept. 25.
The game is set for 1 p.m. Saturday. Tickets are $5 for students
and $7 for adults.
Across the way from Cochrane
Field, the hockey team will try to
right Us recent woes with big
games against the Irish and Spartans - two teams that have dealt
the icers devastating losses the
past month.
It's hard to figure out this Falcon team. On the brink of a record start to the season after
sweeps of both Boston College
and Lake Superior, BG hit the
ground hard with an 8-2 loss to
Michigan State and - save the
Michigan game - haven't had a
breath of air since.
Perhaps this team was overrated somewhat after sweeping
the Eagles and then taking two on
the road from Lake Superior.
Perhaps.

Tony Dore (right) fights for the ball ID a game earlier this season for the Falcon soccer team. Dore has
been named to the All-MAC and the All-MAC Tournament team this season.

Tickets available for NCAA soccer game
The Bowling Green soccer team's first round
NCAA Tournament match takes place Saturday
at 1 p.m. at BG's Mickey Cochrane Field.
The Falcons host the University of Detroit. It
is the first-ever NCAA match hosted by BGSU.

Tickets are $5 for students with proper University ID, senior citizens and children 12 and
under, and $7 for adults. They are available at
the gate at Cochrane Field or at the BG ticket office inside Memorial Hall.

With the same silent pride that
he performs his role on the soccer field. Bowling Green's
sweeper accepted the 1996 MAC
Championship trophy.
He is at the heart of the defense that has allowed just 15
goals In 20 matches. That kind of
support deserves a name and a
face.
The name Is Tony Dore, and
the face is one that most opposing forwards wish they hadn't
seen.
He will be one of the featured
performers Saturday at 1 p.m. as
the Falcons enter the NCAA
Tournament against Detroit at
BG's Cochrane
Held.
Dore (pron o u n c e d
DOOR-ay) does
his unglamorous job in a
quiet, nonflashy way.
He's always
Dore
there - he has
started all 61
games in the last three years ~
but if you're not careful to appreciate what he does, you might
miss him.
"I would say I don't feel underrecongnized," he said. "Because
people that really do know soccer
and appreciate the game can see

each individual job and appreciate how good of a job they do."
And Dore does a spectacular
job. But to appreciate his role Is
to understand just what he does.
"The sweeper is a combination
of everything," he said. "The
sweeper has to have good vision
on the field; he has to let people
know what they should be doing
different He has to help people
out, kind of like the quarterback.
He's got to see the whole thing.
Organization is the key."
Taken in that context, one can
understand why Tony earned this
week's honors as the BG
News/WBGU Radio Falcon Athlete of the Week. During last
weekend's MAC tournament,
Dore anchored the defense that
allowed just 19 shots in two
games and just five shots on goal.
Still, the senior native of Lorain, Ohio remains modest about
his performance.
"I guess for my position I do an
alright job. I get the job done,"
he said.
Some people, like head coach
Mel Mahler, would disagree.
"He's done an unbelievable
job," Mahler said. "He's something of the unsung hero of this
team."
Unsung is definitely the word
for it, but Dore is starting to earn
his just rewards. This year, Tony
was named as one of the tri •
See DORE, page twelve.

Icers may be
back on track

More known after weekend

Bowling Green didn't beat the
Michigan Wolverines last SaturHOCKEY
day night, but at least they didn't
lose. The Falcons tied Michigan
3-3 in front of the second largest
crowd in BGSU Ice Arena histoBlake Parkins
ry, to snap their five game losing
BG News
streak. The icers are now 6-5-1
Assistant
overall and 2-5-1 in CCHA play.
Sports Editor
Entering the third period, the
Falcons were up clinging to a 3-1
But it's probably fairer to say
lead over the defending NCAA
that the CCHA has become the
champs. The advantage was soon
nation's premier conference in
erased, however, as Michigan
collegiate hockey and that it's no
HOCKEY
scored two goals in less than a
mere coaching cliche to say that
minute
to
tie
the
contest
at
three.
every game can go either way.
BG also gave up multiple goals
Testaments to that come in the
in a horrific second period at wins, the Falcons out-scored opform of teams like Notre Dame
and Miami, each of them off to
Miami the previous night, allow- ponents a remarkable 38-13.
great starts after years of medio- ing four pucks to cross the line. Since the first loss of the season
crity.
Such has been the case in many to Mighigan State, BG has only
But it's no excuse for the Falof the games during the five- managed to put up 13 goals in six
cons to go three games without a
game slide. However, BG coach games.
win at the BGSU Ice Arena,
"The one constant through this
Buddy Powers said that the dewhich they have for the past
fense as a whole has played well, losing streak is lack of offense,"
three weekends. Two wins are
Tkt BG Ncwi/Hldckl KobtyuU
Powers said.
needed - check that, desperately despite the rallies.
"I don't think it's a team letneeded - this weekend for BG to
Bowling Green's Adam Edinger fights for the puck with Michigan's Harold Schock last weekend.
Powers said that the other
down," Powers said. "At a given
reassert Itself in the CCHA race.
thought we were," Powers said. it," Powers said. 'We've got to
point an individual let[s usj players will be called upon to Club is re-defined
Ah, the sweet sounds of dribproduce goals.
"Maybe we have to be a more look at ourselves as a good solid
down.
bling basketballs are in the air
"We've got to have some
"What we look for from
The early-season scoring blitz balanced club in regards to play- two-way club."
again. The Falcon men and womplayers is patterns, what's hap- offense from other guys," indicated that Bowling Green ing good offense and tight deen open up a pair of promising
pened through the losing streak Powers said. "We have to have would have a high-powered fense and get a lot of guys in- Ham is questionable for weekseasons Saturday.
offense. Powers says that the volved in both ends of the rink."
end
The Falcon women finished last is one guy here and one guy there that kind of balance."
Powers says that the defense team needs to reconsider the
season with a bad taste in the ir
breaks down."
Freshman forward Zack Ham
Powers
said
that
some
players
has
been
steady
lately
and
is
opmouths as foul shooting essentiatype of team that they are.
must accept new roles and that is recovering from a sprained
timistic that the scoring will reOffense is struggling
lly cost them a quarterfinal vic"[The winning streak] made us the team must be more con- shoulder he sustained at Miami
turn.
tory and a spot in the MAC Final
"If we can keep playing good think we are an offensive club, sistent away from the puck. "You last weekend. Ham did not dress
Four.
The earmark of the Falcons'
slump stems from a lack of scor- [defense] our offense will come and now we've seen that maybe can't just play when you have the last Saturday against Michigan
Chemistry, on and off the
we're not that offensive club we puck, you have to play without and Is considered day-to-day.
ing production. In the first six back."
court, will be the key to the Falcon women getting back to where
they belong.
And then there's the men's
basketball team.
There is simply no question
that this Falcon team should
day's showdown against Michigan at
up. They pushed us around and pushed us
Fred Pagac has added innovative touches
make a serious run at the MAC tiThe Associated Press
off the ball. You give a guy like that a big
tle and an NCAA berth. From top
not in eight-year coordinator Bill Young's
Ohio Stadium.
to bottom, there is too much talhole to run through and he's going to
package.
"I think that's been a driving force,
COLUMBUS - It's been a year and still
ent to let this year go to waste.
mainly for the defensive side of the ball,
make things happen. And he did."
"You've got to be able to stop the run In
the number 313 haunts Ohio State's deThe ball is in their court now.
how we played in that game and basically
Vrabel said that disastrous afternoon
this league, that's just all there is to it,"
fense.
Can the Falcon men - or, for that
Pagac said soon after taking the job.
how we were embarrassed," defensive
serves as inspiration a year later.
Tim Biakabutuka, Michigan tailback,
matter, any of the other teams -"It was always in the back of our
Now the Buckeyes have freshman
hung up that many yards a year ago - the
end Mike Vrabel said.
exceed the expectations?
most ever against an Ohio State defense
Biakabutuka's 313 yards were part of
minds," he said. "Maybe it's in the forelinebacker Andy Katzenmoyer roaming
the middle. Safeties Rob Kelly and Dafront of our minds this week."
- in a 31-23 shocker over the secondlarger numbers, the 381 rushing and 484
Here's saying they will this
Michigan spread Ohio State's defense,
ranked Buckeyes.
total yards piled up by the Wolverines.
mon Moore cautiously move up to throtweekend. And with that, a bold
giving Biakabutuka a shot at cutbacks
tle the run while comers Ty Howard and
"I think that one game right there, we
The question that nags Ohio State deprediction: soccer, hockey and
that led to big gains. The Wolverines also
fenders is, how could a unit that had surSprings put the clamps on the wide
both basketball teams sweep the made that guy a millionaire," Ohio State
receivers. Everybody else goes for the
overpowered the Buckeyes up front with
rendered just 289 rushing yards in its
weekend. That's hockey over No- cornerback Shawn Springs said. "That
runner or passer.
a set featuring two tight ends.
tre Dame and Michigan State,
previous four games give up so many in
was a rough afternoon."
women's basketball over Notre
As unnerving as that 313 number Is,
It's a gambling defense, but so far the
Biakabutuka drifted off to a lucrative
four quarters?
Dame, men's basketball over
gamble has paid off.
Ohio State's defenders believe this Is a
NFL contract a year ahead of schedule,
"It was the snowball effect," said lineJames Madison, and soccer over but 10 of the 11 starters on that Ohio
different year. Their defense has
A year ago, Ohio State permitted nine
backer Greg Belllsari. "We missed a
Detroit.
backs to rush for more than 100 yards.
changed Into a more aggressive, attackState defense are back. And they feel
couple of tackles and kind of lost confiHow's that for an opening
None have so far this year.
ing style. New defensive coordinator
they have a mission heading into Saturdence in ourselves. Up front, they beat us
weekend?

NOTEBOOK

Biakabutuka's ghost still haunting Ohio State
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Cleveland's woes mounting
Cy Young winner John Smoltz passes
on sizable Tribe deal, inks with Braves
Paul Newberry
The Associated Press

"You won't see me
make a decision
that's based purely
on money. I can
honestly say that."

ATLANTA - John Smoltz knew
all along that he wanted to stay in
Atlanta. When the Braves offered him a $31 million, fouryear contract - a record deal for
a pitcher - the decision was easy.
The best rotation in baseball
will be intact for at least another
John Smoltz
season after the NL Cy Young Asigned with Atlanta
ward winner re-signed with the
Braves on Wednesday.
"This organization has shown
me the ultimate in signing me to came up with a higher offer.
"We wanted to be patient but
this contract," Smoltz said during a news conference at Atlanta- we also wanted to do the right
Fulton County Stadium. "There thing," Smoltz said. "This, in my
were some teams that obviously mind, is definitely the right
made it clear they wanted my thing, to carry forth the tradition
services. But my main goal as an that we started here."
Smoltz, 29, led the majors with
athlete has always been to stay in
one organization as long as I pos- 24 wins and 276 strikeouts, along
sibly can. I want to play my en- with a 2.94 ERA. He added four
more wins in the postseason betire career here."
At least four teams, led by the fore the Braves were beaten by
Cleveland Indians, showed seri- the New York Yankees in the
ous interest in Smoltz. The In- World Series.
His $7.75 million average is
dians reportedly discussed a $30
million, four-year contract, but second in baseball behind the $11
there was no further need for million average in the deal Albert
discussion when the Braves Belle and the White Sox agreed to

A kinder, gentler
Albert? Whatever
Rick Gano
The Associated Press

CHICAGO - Can we expect
a kinder, gentler Albert Belle
now that he's switched teams
and become baseball's highest-paid player?
Hardly.
The newest member of the
Chicago White Sox, his bank
account ballooning eventually
to $55 million fatter with a

five-year deal, says he'll be
himself.
He's not trying to run from
his bad-guy image or necessarily attempting to change it
in a city where two seasons
ago he was caught using a
corked bat and subsequently
suspended.
"You mean the bad guy
image you gave me? Right?"
See ALBERT, page thirteen.

Indians, Pirates talking
trade for infielder Bell
Alan Robinson
The Associated Press

PITTSBURGH - The Pittsburgh Pirates won three division
championships after acquiring
Jay Bell from the Indians in 1989.
They may return the favor by
dealing Bell back to Cleveland.
The teams initially discussed a
seven-player deal involving Bell
and lnfielder Jeff King. But the
Indians are focusing on Bell as
Jose Vizcaino's replacement at
second and apparently are no
longer interested In King.
But the San Diego Padres, who
are looking for a second baseman, might be. The Padres are
looking to swing a deal as early
as Thursday, and apparently
would deal at least one topflight
prospect to get one.
Bell, traded by Cleveland to
Pittsburgh shortly before the
1989 season began, has been on
the trading block since Pirates
owner Kevin McClatchy decided
to trim a $21 million payroll and
rebuild with youth

Pittsburgh has since acquired
11 prospects In separate deals
with the Braves, Dodgers, Yankees and Blue Jays. And Bell,
whose $4.7 million salary has
scared off some interested
teams, could be the next to go.
"I've just heard rumors," Bell
said. "(The media) knows as
much as I da"
Bell, a former Gold Glove lnfielder, was hitting .217 In midAugust before a late surge raised
his average to .250 with 13
homers and a career-high 71
RBIs last season. He is one of the
NL's finest defensive Infielders,
but his range is more limited
than some other shortstops.
Bell has started eight consecutive Pirates' openers, the longest
stretch by a Pittsburgh shortstop
since Dick Groat (1955-62).
The Pirates were reluctant initially to pick up any of Bell's 1997
salary, but McClatchy now seems
willing to pay as much as
$500,000 to $750,000 to expedite a
deal.

Tuesday.
The breakdown for Smoltz's
contract: $7 million in 1997, $7.75
million the next two years and
$8.5 million in 2000. The club also
has an option for 2001 at $8 million.
"He showed last year how very
important he is to the fortunes of
our club," Braves general manager John Schuerholz said. "We're absolutely delighted to have
John Smoltz back as a member of
our organization."
Smoltz worried that the
Braves, knowing his desire to
stay in Atlanta, would offer a
deal at less-than-market value.
But his agent, Lonnie Cooper,
said Schuerholz made clear from
the start of the negotiations that
he was willing to spend to keep
his pitching staff together.
Pitching has been the dominant
factor in Atlanta's success this
decade: five division titles, four
NL pennants and one World Series title.
Atlanta can now turn its attention toward long-term deals for
Greg Maddux, who won the Cy
Young Award from 1992-95, and
1991 winner Tom Glavine.

Ttx AiMcUlcd PrtM

John Smoltz, right, addressed the media Wednesday after signing a contract with the Atlanta Braves.
Pictured In the background is Atlanta general manager John Schuerholz.

Indians fans show little remorse for Belle
M.R. Kropko
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND - They'll miss
his hitting, but few will miss the
man.
Even though Albert Belle had
played for the Cleveland Indians
since 1989 and became one of
baseball's most feared hitters
with 98 home runs in the last two
seasons, his departure to the Chicago White Sox caused few tears
to flow back home.
Belle signed the »5 million,
five-year deal Tuesday.
Indians fans who have backed
the controversial left-fielder

through good times and bad - on
and off the field - showed little
remorse.
BiU Needle, a host on WKNR
sports talk radio in Cleveland,
said Wednesday about 70 percent
of the people calling to comment
on the Belle departure were
largely unemotional, chalking it
up to Belle's business decision.
The rest were highly emotional
- most apparently relieved he's
gone.
Much of the concern expressed
Wednesday, Needle said, was not
for the loss of Belle personally. It
was about what loss of his bat
may mean to the Indians.

"I think it is really inciting a
fear of going back to the dark
ages of 100-loss seasons," Needle
said.
He added that a lot of fans are
not aware yet that Matt Williams,
a player recently acquired in a
trade with San Francisco, is also
known for hitting the ball out of
the park.
Belle had his defenders.
"I think Albert Belle has a lot
of loyal fans who aren't upset
with him leaving. They will be his
fans no matter where he's at,"
said Dan Malley, a vice president
of Cleveland's Malley's Chocolates and Belle's business part-

DORE
Continued from page eleven.

captains of the team. He was also
named to the All-MAC and AllMAC Tournament teams.
One of the reasons why Dore
chose Bowling Green is that it's
close to his home in Lorain. He
says it's very important to him
that his family Is a part of his college career.
One family member in particular Is becoming a large part of it.
After being one of the most highly-sought prep players In the nation, Tony's brother Chris came
to play for the Falcons.
"It's probably one of the best
experiences I've had In soccer,"
said Tony of his brother playing
on the team. "When we were
younger, we always grew up
playing together, but on different
teams. So this is an unbelieveable
experience for me, and hopefully
he feels the same way."
Although he's played sweeper
three of his four years here, Dore
has managed to score five goals
in his career - and he admits that
he wouldn't mind scoring one
once in a while.

NCAA Fever!
Soccer Championships First Round

G

Canned
MEN'S
SOCCER

Earlier this year against Dayton, coach Mahler gave him that
opportunity.
"Steve [Klein] takes our penalty kicks, except one earlier in
the year when we gave Tony a
chance at one because it was his
senior year, and he usually
doesnt get to score a lot," Mahler
said.
"Actually, I was quite surprised ... I was walking back
down the field to my position, and
Mel yelled from the sideline 'go
take the kick" and I was thrilled.
After the game, I shook his hand
and thanked him because it
meant a lot to me."
The environmental science
major would like to play after
college because he'd hate to see
his career in soccer end.
Maybe this integral part of the
soccer team is unsung, but if he
performs his role in the NCAA
tournament as well as he has all
year, everyone will stand up and
take notice.

The AiiocUted

FALCON ftftSKCTftfUl
BG WOMEN VS. NOTRE DAME
SATURDAY AT 1:30 PM|
MONDAY AT 7:00 PM|

BG MEN VS. DETROIT
TUESDAY AT 7:00 PM

Saturday at 1:00 • Cochrane Field
Tickets are $5/students, $7/adults

Come Support Your Falcons!
i

PKM

Western Michigan coach Al Molde, shown here in the Broncos'
season finale last Saturday, was fired Wednesday. The Broncos,
who bad nine straight winning seasons under Molde entering this
season, lost their first nine games before closing with victories
over Bowling Green and Kent.

BG WOMEN VS. WEST VIRGINIA

BGSU vs. Detroit Mercy

ner in production of Albert Belle
candy bars. The company plans
to try marketing them in Chicago.
Belle was suspended five times
in six seasons for offenses like
destroying a bathroom, taunting
a fan, charging the mound and
using a corked bat. His chilly relationship with the reporters left
him with few friends in the
media.
"Albert Belle never cared
about much except himself and
money, in that order," Pill Livingston, a sports columnist for
The Plain Dealer, wrote in
Wednesday's editions.

TH€ STRUT OF ANOTHCR
CXCITING VCAR
OF BGSU BflSKCTBRU

Q

FRCC ADMISSION WITH STUDCNT ID

TUESCrateful Dead Night
WEDCountry Night with Zlm
Ladies Night 50C drafts &
Well drinks all night
THCJRS- 80s-Dance
FRI 80s -Dance
SAT -

80s -Dance

Never oCover
21 & Over

750 20 oz. Drafts
Every Night
353-7511
Available for Parties
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Ambrose becoming a star
Joe Kay
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - Ashley Ambrose feels like a hitter on a long,
marvelous streak.
When baseball players get on a
hitting tear, they talk about seeing the ball well and reacting.
The NFL's leading pass interceptor is much the same.
"Early in the year, I missed a
lot of interceptions just because I
wasn't in the groove," the Cincinnati Bengals cornerback said.
"Now I'm seeing the ball well and
reacting. It's a concentration
thing with defensive backs."
The Bengals signed Ambrose
as a free agent from Indianapolis
last February to improve the
worst pass defense In franchise
history. Ambrose has exceeded
expectations.
His eight interceptions lead the
league - no one else has more
than six -- and leave him one shy
of the franchise record. Ken
Aspiring Bengal defensive back Ashley Ambrose studies practice Rlley had nine in 1976.
The number is even more reWednesday in Cincinnati. Ambrose is leading the NFL In Interceptions
markable when put into context.
this season.

The Bengals had only 12 Interceptions as a team last season,
part of the reason they were the
lowest-ranked defense in the
league.
And last year wasnt an aberration. The Bengals have never had
a player lead the league in interceptions. No Cincinnati cornerback has made the Pro Bowl
since Eric Thomas in 1988.
The Bengals' secondary has
been a weak spot all decade, a
problem they tried to remedy by
signing Ambrose, free agent cornerback Jimmy Spencer and free
agent safety Bo Orlando In the
offseason. Spencer has five
Interceptions, helping the Bengals pile up a league-leading total
of 25.
"That's been a real positive for
us this year, what our secondary
has done," coach Bruce Coslet
said. "It's much upgraded over
last year. I think they'll continue
to get even better as they play
together longer.
"You keep forgetting that even
though these guys are somewhat

experienced - Bo, Ashley and
Jimmy - it's their first year in
the system. So what they've done
is kind of special."
What Ambrose has done is remarkable by itself. He did not
start any of the Colts' games last
year, but had three interceptions
in the regular season. He started
all three playoff games and had
an interception in a win over
Kansas City.
The Bengals signed him for his
ability to cover receivers. The
interceptions have been a surprising plus.
"At the beginning of the
season, I said I wanted to pick up
where I left off last year in the
playoffs," Ambrose said. "I think
I've done that, and I think I've
done a lot more than I did last
year in the playoffs."
Ambrose, a fifth-year player
out of Mississippi Valley State,
has shown a knack for anticipating where the ball is going.
Several times, he has left his man
to cut in front of another receiver

and make the interception.
"A lot of it's confidence," he
said. "Now during games I'm
saying, 'Hey, I've got to get an
interception.' It's not like I'm being cocky or anything, but I'm
getting opportunities. I've Just
got to make the plays when opportunities come, and I'm doing
it."
The biggest opportunity of his
pro career came last Sunday in
Buffalo, when Jim Kelly did not
see Ambrose angling for an
interception. Kelly, under pressure, threw a sideline pass intended for Quinn Early. Ambrose
cut in front and returned the
interception 31 yards for his first
touchdown in the NFL.
"To this day, I still can't believe it," he said. "It's something
I've never felt. I can't really describe it. My first touchdown in
the NFL and it took me five years
to get it. It was worth it. They always say good things come to
those who wait, and I waited. I
waited long enough."

ALBERT
Continued from page twelve.

Belle said Tuesday when pressed
on the issue.
"I found early on that you can't
try to please everyone. My main
concern and the only thing I can
control is going out on the field.
Some people like it; some don't. I
can't change their perception."
Vowing to "continue to be Albert Belle" could mean emotional
outbursts from a player who has
been suspended five times the
last six years.
The White Sox, hoping to overtake Belle's former team - the
Cleveland Indians - and boost
sagging attendance, want the Albert Belle who has hit 98 homers
the last two seasons.
Teaming with two-time MVP
Frank Thomas, the White Sox
now have one of the most potent
lineups in baseball.
"I'm not going to change my
personality because someone
wants me to change. My No. 1
priority is to produce," Belle
said.
"I just want to come over and
be an integral part and continue
to put up big numbers and play
defense and watch Frank Thomas hit more home runs. I get to
see it first-hand now."
Thomas was asked by Sox
owner Jerry Reinsdorf whom he
would like to see the team pursue
in the offseason, Barry Bonds or
Belle. It was a no-brainer for

Thomas: Belle.
The White Sox then outbid the
Indians and the Florida Marlins
with a huge package deal.
"It's not about the most
money," Belle said. "I'm sure I
could have shopped around and
got more money. You got to look
at the personnel; you got to look
at the organization and the direction it's heading."
Belle, who has a no-trade
clause through 1999, will get $10
million in each of the next five
seasons and is guaranteed at
least a $5 million buyout if the
White Sox decide not to exercise
a $10 million option in 2002. The
buyout could increase to as much
as $8 million if he accomplishes
two of the following in 2001: making the All-Star team, winning a
Silver Slugger and finishing in
the top 10 of MVP voting.
The package eclipses both
Bonds' $43.75 million, six-year
contract with San Francisco and
Ken Griffey Jr.'s $8.5 million
average salary under his $34 million, four-year deal with Seattle.
Under the terms of the deal. Belle can request a raise if three
players sign for a higher average
salary.
Belle led the Indians to their
first AL pennant in 41 years in
1995 when he hit 50 homers and
50 doubles in the same season.
They also won the AL Central in
1996, when Bell hit 48 homers

• i0% OFF^
Any Item w/
this coupon

TONIGHT AT1HE

The Bowl-N-Greenery
ALL YOU CAN EAT

PASTA!
Jeast on all you can eat pasta. V(us, your meal includes
soup & salad bar, potato bar and beverages.

I "5.20

"Hours: 4:30- 7:00pm

The Pheasant Room
BBQ Chicken
&Ribs
your dinner includes •&BQ_Cnkktn Or Jtibs, potato,
tossed salad, and garde bread.

?8.95

Other sandwiches &
dinners always available

9hurs: 4:30 - 7:00pm

QUQUB&

Meal Card Accepted 4:30 ■ 7:00pm
■Big C kargt Accepted 11:30am 1:30pm & 4:30 - 7:00pm

Reinsdorf said the signing of
Belle shows the White Sox's
commitment to get to the World
Series after a fan survey
revealed that their biggest disappointment was the cancellation
of the Series in 1994 when the
Sox were leading their division.
After consulting with Thomas,
Reinsdorf began negotiations
with Belle's agent, Arn Tellem,
who also represented some
members of the Chicago Bulls.
Reinsdorf is chairman of both the
Sox and the Bulls and now has
the highest-paid player in two

sports.

sible for us to give him this
money," Reinsdorf said. "We
have to compete under the
system that exists. We have an
obligation to our fans to try to
win. It doesnt mean I have to like
"It was very similar to the in- the system. This is not about
tensive negotiations I had with money; this Is about winning."
Michael Jordan. I asked Arn
Cleveland general manager
what he wanted, he told me, and I
said, 'Yes,'" Reinsdorf said.
Michael Jordan's $30.14 million, one-year deal with the Bulls
is the highest average salary in
team sports.

Reinsdorf, a leading critic of
baseball's current labor system,
voted against the proposed labor
deal last month If the new deal
had been in effect, adding Belle
would have forced the White Sox
to pay a luxury tax next year.
"It Is perfectly fiscally respon-

Falcon volleyball players named to Academic
All-MAC team
Three members of the BGSU volleyball team have been named
to the Academic All-Mid-American Conference squad, the conference office announced Wednesday.
Senior Shayne Crumley was named 1st Team while juniors
Marln Ferlic and Erin Slebenhar each earned honorable mention.
Crumley, honored for the first time on the MAC team, has a
3.72 GPA in elementary education. Ferlic, an honorable mention
deslgnee for the second time In her career, carries a 3.74 GPA In
biology. Slebenhar, another rookie honoree, has a 3.53 GPA in political science.
BG's three representatives on the team tied for the most
among conference schools.
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$500 Reward
$500 $500 $500 $500 $500 $500 $500 $500
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
reward
reward
reward
reward

For
Information
Regarding the
Person(s) Responsible
for the

THEFTS
of Equipment in

West Hall.
Contact
Crime Connection

372-6000
Campus Police

372-2346

Reward based upon prosecution and
conviction of person(s).

John Hart had a different perspective.
"In this case, it didn't make
sense for us. If in fact Albert
received $10 million, it's not that
we couldn't have stepped up and
played, it's just that there are
better ways for us to spend our
money," Hart said.

HAPPY21st BIRTHDAY
Jen

W JUMCK

McBrian

What do you want
to do tonight?
' :*wft IJ*

reward
reward
reward
reward
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$500 $500 $500 $500 $500 $500 $500 $500

1045 N. Main
Total
Bowling Green, OH
Sports
353-3411
Source r

•Greek Organizations*
•Intramural Teams*
•Clubs*
Jackets 'Sweatshirts
Personalized Holiday Gifts

with a league-leading 148 RBIs,
but were knocked out In the first
round by Baltimore.

tta_i

Love, Kelly

4
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m- |-|6ward's Club|-|
Thurs.
Gone Daddy)
4W Nov.
Finch
214
Electronic Darts

210 N Main

352-9951

2

Band Starts at 10 pm

at Poor

A Mini Pitcher

Video Games

HOCK€V DOUIUC H€ftD€R
FRIDAY

THIS W€CK€ND

NOTAC DAMC
7:00

SATURDAY
IGAN STATC
7:00
-CAPTAIN CURTIS FRY

FA€C ADMISSION WITH STUDCNT ID
Thp
Cannp Shon no
s. RIVER ROAD
ine^ano^iiuTj
WATERVILLE 0H
«■ Vi»^B<si
_ t"HLf(Lahto_
Black SwampOutfitters

15

minutes North of BGSU
Rt. 64 to Waterville
87ft 3700

ADVENTURE
GEAR FOR:
HIKING
CAMPING
CLIMBING
BACKPACKING
X-C SKIING
CANOEING
KAYAKING

Student Discount w/BGSU I.D. on
Nonsale Items
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Classified
Ads
372-6977
CAMPUS EVENTS
- ORCAT HOUDAY 04FTS »
Hum»n-I-T*** tor Ml* In
Hie Mam Science Bldg
Wed., Thurs.. Frt. TMe Week Only!
•30-300
Environmental T-ahine. travel mugs, bags.
canli. giftwrap. nan a poakarallll
•URSARABLEM
" 00 YOUR SHOPPING EARLYI"

OWE THE OFT OF LIFE
GIVE BLOOD
BGSU BLOOOMOeiLE
NOV 18 22 10 30AM 4 30PM
WVD ONLY 10 30AM 7 00PM
AMANI RM (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)
SPONSORED BY REDCROSS 8 UAO

KAPLAN KAPLAN KAPLAN KAPLAN
Free KAPLAN Course
ForLSAT
Raflle ticket tor $2
1st Door BA
Fn.Nov.228Mon Noy.ZS
KAPLAN KAPLAN KAPLAN KAPLAN

BOWl ING AT THE UNION
FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 22 & 5:00 PM
FOOO A DRINKS AVAILABLE TO PURCHASE
MEMBERS t MARKETING FACULTY IN
VITED
AHA AHA AMA AHA AH A AM A

ATTENTION »TUD£NT OROANIZATONSII
Tha rjiirjln* haa baan (Handed for »>a
S.O.L.D. Sudani Laadar ol ttvs Monlh nomin*
oon» tor November. Tha naw dua data is Monday, November 25th Nominations are dua by
5.00pm In 405 Student Services Get your
nominations m lodayl
ATTENTION!! ATTENTION!!
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
BGSU BLOOOMOBUE
NOV. 18-22 1030AM - 4 30PM
WED ONLY 10:30AM - 7:00PM
AMANI RM (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)
SPONSORED BY RED CROSS 8 UAO

Don't Get Smoker)
Gal your Ash 10
Tha Great American Smoke Cut
Nov. 21 from 10-2
in the Unon Foyer
Pick up your smoke free survival kit

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Try our fabulous caizonesll
Made with ncotta cheese, mozzarella.
colby. and ham
10 "-S 25 12".795
FREE DEUVERY 11 AM - 2PM 352-9638

CAMPUS TANNING
Fall Tanning Specials
Unlimited tanning tH
Chnatmaa (35 • 1 month
Unlimited - (30 11 visits

Study Abroad Pro-Departure Oriental Ion
There wil be a ore-departure orientation session tor all students studying abroad spring
semester on Saturday, November 23 at
10.00am in 1104 Oflenhauer Wesl. It you can
not attend, pleas* cal 372-0309.
Tibetan Speaker
The bilernanonal Relations Organization welcomes Tenzm Namgaii. the only Tibetan student in the Midwestern United Stales. Th* IRO
invites BGSU students 8 faculty alike to attend
an enlighten^ evening regarding Tibetan culture, politics 8 religion.
Speaker: Tenzm Namgaii
Dale: Thurs., Nov 21.1996
Time: 7.00 to 830 pm
Place: Business Admin. Rm. 110
Al are welcome to attend 8 tree refreshments
will be served!

DM'BW 3S-DM-BW 3-S-DM-BW-3-S
Happy Hours Thurs. 79pm at BW-3's
Support Dane* Marathon
U Buy 12 Wlngs/BW 3's gives DM (1
DM'BW 3S'DM"BW-3'S-DM-BW3'S
Fast for World Harvest - Fasting Day
5:15pm - Catholic Mass Feed the Hungry'
STM Chapel
6 00pm Soup 8 breads of the World Supper STM Gym
Followed by Songlest. Music by STM Music

Pregnant?
Free pregnancy tests. Confidential and caring
354-4673 BG Pregnancy center

FREE BOOKS

ffIA Cancun 8 Jamaica Spring Break Specials!
7 nights air 8 hotel from (3991 Prices increasesoon - Save 8501 Save St SO on food, dunks. 8
free pe/MSI 111% lowest price guarantee!
spnrvjoreaktravel.com 1-800-678-8388
I1A Spring Break Panama Cityi Boardwalk
Beach Resorti Best Hotel. Location. Pnoal 7
nights $1291 Daytona - Best location $1391 Cocoa Beach Hilton $1691 Bpnngbraak.travel.com
l-800<78-6398
>1A Spring Break Bahamas Parry Crursel 6
days 82791 Includes al meals. Fre* parties.
Ta.es! Great Beaches 8 NighHilel Prices Increase soon - Save (SOI springbreaktravel.com 1 800-678-6386

FRESH SEAFOOD

829 SPRING BREAK PACKAGE
Boardwalk Beach Resort
Panama City's
Spnng Break Headquarters Only (29 Per Per•
somReslnctonsAppI, 1-800-224-4853.
ALPHA XI DELTA
Alpha Xi Delta loves our
newly initiated members'1
ALPHA XI DELTA
Alpha XI Delia
The Alpha Xrs would like to
thank Andy Tracey on an
awesome job as our flag football
Coach" We wouldn't be 11 without yrjuil

l*th Virlh Main

rlnv.lin«<.riTn

Male subieaser needed
Spring -97
Larry 352-2281

OBSIDIAN — OBSIDIAN
Wanted: Salespeople rvaeded Salary baaed
on commission. I mteresled. call 372-2440
Wanted: Person interested in design and
layout. Previous desktop publishing experience prelerred II mteresled call 372-2440.
OBSIDIAN "• OBSIDIAN
One-two female subleasers needed for Spring
97. Own room 8 bathroom. (183/mo. Cal
353-9077.

WANTED:
Female Subieaser lor Spnng *97

Call 352-9922

FOR SALE
1987 Volkswagen. Excellent Condition, 53K originaJ miles. n9<m seen winter n Cal Stacey a
419-436-0834.
1988 Saab 900 Red. 2 door auto . mule, new
brakes, new exhaust. 97k mi 83990 X»0
Call 419-691-8401.
1992 Toyota Corrrjlla. 4-Dr. Auto. AC Interior
like new. Runs great. Excellent condition. Cal
419-436-0834 colect.
Bike tor Sale, brand new Cannondal* M300 LE
21 apd. Black. 20 Inces. $300 o bo.
354-3201

680 AM/Cable 50

INTRAMURAL PRACTICUM OPPORTUNI
TIES: APPLICATIONS FOR SMD AND REC
MAJORS ARE AVAILABLE FOR SPRING
SEMESTER. 1997. PICK UP APPLICATION
M 130 FIELD HOUSE. DEADLINE IS
DECEMBER 2.1996
JOIN BACCHUS
An organization that educates BG
on responsible drinking.
AppieaDons availalbe & Center for
WeUness 8 Prevention
(2nd Floor Health Center)
Due Thursday Nov. 21 by 5 00pm

rs call 2-9355

Roadway Toledo seeks full-time Operations
Planning Coordinators fr Spring Semester at
(8 00/hr. al shifts available. -Gam management experience and handle schedules of materials in and out. Contact Co-op program, 310
Saddlemire Student Services Bidg , 2-2451
ASAP lor details
Sigma Kappa' ICO * Sigma Kappa
Juaanne Patterson
"We all have those ambarassing
moments. Juliannel"
Sigma Kappa' ICO * Sigma Kappa
Spring Break '97 The Reliable Spring Break
Company. Hottest Destinations! Coolest
Vacations' Guaranteed Lowest Prices! Organize Group Travel Free! From (99 Party
In...Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Padre,
Florida, Jamaica. Inclualce Plan From Only
(39 Free Info:
l-aoO-426-7710
WWW SUNSPLASHTOUHS COM
Thursday night at Brswstsr's
Ladies Night
Com* and enjoy drink specials

TIME IS RUNNING OUT!
So run to
The Center for Wellness 8 Prevention
Rm 223 Student Health Center
Pick up an apphca&on to be a
WE LI ness Consultant!
Deadline Nov 22 at 5:00pm
Cal 372 9355 for more Into

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! Grants 8
scholarships available from sponsors!!' No
prepaymente, everltl JSSCssh for col■egaStt For Into: 1 -800-243-2435.

WANTED

i lemale subieaser needed tor Spring 97
House located on Wooster (Kohl Hal). (1BC
per mo Call Carolyn at 353 8424
1 lemale subieaser needed for Spring Semes
ter Close to campus Call 353-1278
1 or 2 lemale subieasers needed. Reasonable
rent 8 utilities, washer/dryer si apt. Cal Mary

352-6452.
1 subieaser needed Spr. Semester. Fum. Apt
(247 SO mo plus utk F re* May rant Cal Chris
or Wes 354-7165.
1 -2 Housemates n**d*d for Spnng "97
Own room, very dose to campus
Under (200 per month
Call 352 3005 if interested

IBM compatjol* 486 computer 33 mtu. CO
Rom. monitor. 24 pin dot matnx pnnter Microsoft Office siduded (600 OBO. Jen 353 6905
Iomega Zip 100 drive 6 months old Texas Instruments Tl 82 Graphing Calculator (50. Call
Jason at 352 4821 (I30obo
Nic* wooden bookshelves
I paid approx. (60 but I'd settle lor (30 o.b.o.

Call 353-8077.
Nineteen 88 Ford Festive Red. high miles.
new battery, good condition, cal 353-7329.

11,000's POSSIBLE TYPING. Part Tim*. Al
Horn*. Toll Fro* 1-800-218-9000 Eat T-2076
lor Lispngs

SEIZED CARS from (179. Porsches. Cad.l
lacs. Chevy's. BMW's. Corvettes. Also Jeeps.
4WD'S. Your Area. Toll Free 1 800 218 9000
Ert.A-2076forcurr*mMrrttoQ6.

(15/hr!
Do you have Great MCAT Scores (30.)?
Do you have a personality?
The Pnnceton Review seeks instructors
Part Dma for courses si BG and/or
Toledo Cal 800 2 REVIEW

FOR RENT
* 97-98' Houses 6 Apl Listing
For rent now Office 316 F Merry S3
LisDngs 24 hours or we mail

353 0325

tor further information
(1750 weekly possible
mailing our circulars.
For into cal 301-369-2047
30 SHOPPING DAYS LEFTI! NOW IS THE
TIME TO GUARANTEE THE LOWEST
RATES AND BEST HOTELS FOR SPRING
BREAK LEISURE TOURS HAS PACKAGES
TO SOUTH PADRE. CANCUN, JAMAICA
AND FLORIDA 600-838-8203.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to (2.000 * /monlh
working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour Companies. World travel. Seasonal 8 full time employment available. No experience necessary.
For more information cal 1 -206-971 -3550 ext.
C55448.

Earn cash stuffing envelopes al home. All materials provided. Send SASE to P.O. Box 624.
Olathe.KS 66051
Looking tor a career and not just a job? Providing care and training to adults with menial retardatiorvdevetoprnental disabilities is a rewarding and challenging career opportunity.
Several pan time and sub positions now available starting at (7 55 per hour. Pan time post
Dons after 90 days will receive (B 05 •
1 (14.77/hr based upon experience. Sick leave
and vacation benefits for part time employees.
Experience not required Part Dme positions
available in Bowling Green. Portage and Walbridge. Application may be obtained from the
Wood County Board of MR/DO. Entrance B,
11160 E Gypsy Lane Road. BG. 8 00am - 430
pmEOE.
NANNY OPPORTUNITIES
Earn an excellent salary while expenencmg a
different pan ol rhe country as an American
Nannyl (175-8350 a week PLUS room and
board' All expenses paid by the family Go with
th* best referral service Cal i 800 937 NANI
lor a Iree brochure.
NOW HIRING
University Sales and Marketing, tie leader m
on campus employment tor college students, is
hiring al your school. Marketing and Promotions positions available. Work on campus.
Flexible hours, Great pay. For Inlormason, Cal
800-562 8524.

Call 353-0325

'ays To Dtecoverl UM Your
Discover Card And Save Up To S2SI
To Apply For A Card,
Cal 1-800-IT-PAYS-TO

Bahamas Party
Cruise
$279
6 Days-All Meals-Free Pa/tJaT
•Includes Taxes)

Cancun

$399

7 Nights-Air. Holel-Save $150
on Food 8 Drinks

Jamaica
$419
7 NkjhO-Alr.HofBl-Save $150
on Food 8 Drinks

Florida
$119
7 Nighbj-Panama City. DaytorTa
8 Cocoa Beach
Spring Break Travcl-Our 10th Year!

1-800-678-6386

.'

Houses 8 Dupkw*s tor v7-'98 School year
1 to 4 person homes aval. -12 mo leas* only
starting in May; Sieve Smith 352-6917
(no caB after 6pm)
Aval for Spring Semeswr v7
2br -408E Court 8440 . uDI
2br-60SSthfC $320. uW
Sis ve Smith 352-8917 (no cal I after 8pm)
Looking tor 1 -2 subleasers tor Spring on Summil St. One bedroom, nice atmosphere. Cal
3534255.
Male subwasar needed for Spring 97 practcaiiy on campus, dishwasher, tra* cable
1166/month call Jeromie ® 354-1348.
Male subleasers needed tor Spring «7
Furnished, Close to Campus, reasonsb* nsnt
Call Chris al 354-1348.
MALE SUBLEASER NEEDED FOR SPRING
1907
FURN . AIR COND . BALCONY DECK. HAVE
YOUR OWN ROOM. CLOSE TO CAMPUS
J27S/MO INCLUDES UT«. CALL TROY
354-4125

Naadad 1 subieaser immediately S270/mo. 1
bedroom. Call Amy 352-7490.
On* bedroom furnished or unfurnished apl.
Easi Evers 8375/mo 419-66fr3036
On* bedroom apartment available now. 1062
Fainnew Call 352-5822.
One bedroom apt available Dec. 7 thru Aug. 9
al 707 3rd St. Rant 8310/mo plus gas 8 *l*cBic Call 352 9551.
On* efficiency unit. fum.. 2 blocks Irom campus. Low monthly bills. $235/mo. Spring semeslef97 Call 354-5291.
On* subieaser needed lor Spring '97, close to
campus, own bedroom. S265/mo . alec Quiet
place Call Chna al 352-4884.
Room for rent
8225 (unites included)
no pels; male preferred
after 4pm call 354-1924
SUBLEASE - NOW to August Current tenant
employed out ol slate You pay 1325 for beauD
ful. quiel upstairs apl. l or 2 bedrooms. Perfect
for grad. student or couple. Great space. Low
uDls. Quiet Suatt. Front porch. CHI Street park
ing. Such a deal 354-1633
Subieaser needed for Spnng 97 or sooner.
Male or female. Own room. 2 full bath in housu
8205 . uDl.. no secunry deposit. Call Tamyka
3528689

Spnng1997
Please call 354 5216
SUBLEASER NEEDED - DEC/JAN

1 bdrm eftic for Spnng Semester
E. Court Si Close to Campus 354 3094
1 to 2 subleasers needed lor Spnng 1997
1 bdrm.. free heal. pool, tree shutrJ* to campus.
Call John or Mary al 354-3062
2 bdrm apartment available December. Air.
pool, healer, cal 353-7329
4 bedroom apL avail Spring: new house, new
appliances, large balcony, quiet neighborhood
Rent negotiable Call 352-6633
Apartment lor Rent. 1-2 people needed tor
Spnng Semester for a one-bedroom apartm*nt Spacious. Quiet and close lo campus
(40O/mo Call Kami or Aaron 354-8116

Management Inc.

New New New New
Available Jan 2, 1997 1 8 bdrm at our
Hillsdale apts unique floor plan, very
spacious, a/c 8 carports.
Starts at 350/mo . util call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Available Jan 2.1997- Evergreen Apts
1 bdrm 8 eft units, laundry on site, tons
ol parking Starts at 230/mo.
call 353-5800

AUG

1997
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT: FURNISHED
CALLS STACI353-2135
SUBLEASER WANTED FOR SPRING SEMESTER
The Whit* Hous* across Irom Big Shots Call
Ryan at 353 7208
Subleasers needed for Spring '97
apL. gas included. Call 354 1235.

2 bdrm.

great
scores...
<f$b

(33E5>
<fi£fi

great
skills...
Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep studies and
your confidence, so you can
get a higher score.

1-800-KAP-TEST
Management Inc.
Stop by out office - 1045 N Main St
for complete listing for Spring Semester
or 07-98 school year also check us out
on web pages:
http //www wenot org/-mocca/

get a higher score

KAPLAN

Part-Qme cook needed
Apply in person to BG Country Club
923FainiiewAve.BG

SEASONAL
ORDER ENTRY
15.50 - K 00..
Hickory Farms is now hiring full and part Dme
seasonal Order Entry personnel to input orders
into our order processing system Earn (5.50,
(GOO, (7.00 an hour or moral Positions are
op*n on day and ev*nmg shifts during tie
week and on weekends Musi have base com
put*r and typing skills Flexible schedules,
cash performance incentives, generous empJoyee discount, professional supervision Apply in parson al our corporals offices Mon -Fn
from 9.00 a.m. - 7:00 p m . and Sat. 10:00 am
■ 300 pm Hekory Farms. 1505 Holland Rd .
Maume*. OH 43537 EOE

HOLIDAY WINES
from
Around the World

32 oz.
MON:

JARS

51.75

Pool Tournament
Sign up at 7:00;
Play at 8:00
Cosh Prix*s tor I st & 2nd

DISCOVER CARD

SPRING

Grand Rapids. OH. 3 bdrm,
Unfurnished duple. t400rmo • util
Call 353-1654

Subieaser needed
•Wanted rmies to fill houses and apis " Very
Close To Campus

Desks clerks needed weekend 8-4pm, weakend/weekday 4-12midnighl Shifts available
long term poaiDoin. Start ASAP. Minimum
wage, Buckeye Budget Motor Inn Cal or stop
out between 8-4 Man.- Frt.

Pan-time childcare needed in my Perrysburg
home lor toddler. Good pay. 674 5587
1 Female sublease* Close to campus.
Htjfl'mo. util. Call 352-5671

GOVT FORECLOSED home* from pennies
on f 1. Datouant Tax. Repo's. REO's Your
area. Ton Free 1 -600-218-9000 Ext H 2076 tor
current listings.

HELP WANTED

BASS PLAYER needed for esperwnosd
modern rock band. Wei known in BG 8 Cleveland. Cal for details 372-5334

LEARN HOW TO
ICESKATEI
TAKE A ONE HOUR
PEG SPRING
SEMESTERI

FORD TEMPO vO. Auto. 4 dr. PAocke, cruse,
EFI, AC. Stereo caas, Exc Condition (2500
Call 352 5595

Power Book 185 12/160/14.4
w/car rying case (710
Call 353 7285 ask lor Paul

(1000's POSSIBLE READING BOOKS Part
Tome At Horn*. Toll Free (1) 800 218-9000
Est R-2076 for Listings.

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: M 8 W TRACK
8 FIELD • NOV 21. PICK UP ENTRY FORMS
•s 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE. ALL ENTRIES
DUE BY 4:00PM ON DUE DATE.

is

880 AMI Cattle 50

Help! Subieaser needed for Spring '97. Duplei
on S. Main. Own Bedroom. Convenient parking. (250/mo . usl. Cal Man or Jake
353-3250.

FREE BOOKS

Get Involved Today!

COMINGIi

Female Subieaser Needed Spnng 1997
Own bedroom (2 bdrm. Apt) 1 block from
campus. Rent negotiable, free May rent
and cable. Call anytime: 354-8130

Seeking Heterosexual Couple
For Commaroal Filming. Cal 352-9835 (Ask
For Las)

PERSONALS

WFAL

Summer internships
Be prepared unlike the rest of your pals. Cast
l 800 346 4649.

Female subieaser needed for Spring S*m. Avail, and of fall semester Close to campus.
(181 25 plus uW. Please call 352-55*4.

Group, entertainment with the expression of
mime. Join usl

Lost Gold Rope Necklace w'custom lavalier in
the May E. Whinney Dance Studio Reward il
returned. 372-4428 leave message if no answer.

SERVICES OFFERED

Female subieaser needed for Spring 1997 for
E. Merry apl Call Rebecca at 354-4508.

Part-time barmaid al Th* Village Inn, In Cygnet. Oh. Apply in person or call 419-655-2273.

For Sale: Mongoose Manuever 21 - nun's
mountain fc-ke; rust like new Can 372-1194.

LOST 4 FOUND

Need a nde to Chicago1 I go every other
weekend and willing to share driving and costs
Call 372-7140 or 352-7438

F*mal* subieaser ASAPI Own room 8 dose to
campus. Cal 353 6066. ask tor Monica.

(25 352 7880

WOULD-BE SCREENWRITE R3
DO YOU WRITE SCREEN PLAYS, SCRIPTS?
MEET WITH OTHER STUDENTS TO DISCUSS EACH OTHERS WORK. EXCHANGE
IDEAS. AND BS ABOUT MOVIES. SCREEN
PLAYS IN AN ENTIRELY INFORMAL SETTING. DONT BE SHYI MIKE 2-4109 LEAVE
MESSAGE.

RIDES
DonT wart until the last minute
Join UAO on a holiday shopping spree
Sal. Dec 7 at tie newrly opened
Southpark Canter Mai m Slrongsville. OH
Leave BG at 830am. return 8 00pm
Sign-up between 11/20-12/4
In me UAO Office, 330 Union
$5 - BursaraWe. includes transportaDon
For more into cal 2-7184
Sponsored by UAO

Register for Facts 8 Faces
Receive a Certificate from
the American Red Cross
I earn updates on H IVr AIDS
Thurs., December 5th, 5 -9pm
Can 372-9355 Ip register

LAGA The Lesbian and Gay Alliance wants
youl Coma on out and jom us tonight 8 every
Thursday night at 8:30pm in the ON Campus
Sttident Center Everyone is Inviled.

AHA AMA AMA AMA AMA AHA

Female subieaser for Spring TW. *20urmo.
Very doss to campus. Own room. Parking. Ay
Oaai 353-1253.

CALL TOOAYill

NEVER WORK
UlNtH A4AIK!
Data's

l*M miiiBl opB.nriMnnjf to /©in
AfJjMt-ttWs • 1 HMUWIH Msta.
Al Of-iUelt, ■ slmrxr only, A .utav iK«»*s.
r**My i*mni, -■ •«« •s-.kiiu| •fiarfa.**)
ir>dl.b...b for bag Urn tasi f.ll u—
mfiojm»TH Wa) 8aW orTanf (THI bttntTlU ami
aa Eraplsyw Sleek Option PUn.
Ttw OatWk Sank Hmmm wkU eaaa aaaa la:

TUES:
WED:

mui&i

NO RULES. JUST RIGHT.

Karaoke
Sign up at 8 00,
Sing ot 9:00
Prut*s Awarded

THUR:

MSM

401 W. I Miss* I Rd.
Mnumcc, OH 43537
!tflon-Frl 10-6
Sat 10-3

Croat Happy Hours

Ladiei Nigh*
Happy Hour Prices
ALL Night (or Lodi*.
SI Blow Job Shots
ALL Night

FRI:
SAT:
SUN:

Croat Happy Hours

Personally Selected
FINE WINES
-Best Buys & ValuesNorm Recommends
1995 Strozzi Vemaccia
1995 La Crossc Chardonnay
1995 Fircslccd Plnot Noir
1994 Bogle Old Vine Zlnfandel
1993 Cuenoc Cabernet
Sauvignon Langtry Lilly
1«*»h HI Al |OLAIS \<H \l Al
-3 (...(lilt's

Open at 11:30 am
Sega Tournament
Sign up at 700.
PlayrjlBOO Pra»i

HAPPY HOUR
EVERYDAY
4PM- 9 PM

300 E. WOOSTEI
354-4280

Champagnes, Sherries,
Ports & Dessert Wines
CHURCHILL'S BG
Questions about wine & food?
jA.sk Norman S. Chambers, Ph. Cj
The "Wine Guy"
354-2526

SPORTS
1996-97

J»y Umiugi

Antonio Danidi

MEN'S
BASKETBALL
The expectations are back, but will the victories follow
in 1996? The Falcon men's basketball team - by some
accounts, the pre-season MAC favorite - is out to prove
that high expectations can translate into high totals in the
win column.

Koen Rouwhorst

HOCKEY
Left at the altar expecting an NCAA Touma
men! bid two years running, the Falcon hockey
team - buoyed by one of the best senior classes
in the program's storied history - wants to
restore the glory of postseasons past.

Kelly Perraalt

BobPetrie

Brett Punckard

T

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
A year older and a year wiser, nearly everyone who
made a contribution to the Falcon women's basketball
team in 1995-96 returns. That host of returnees combined with an outstanding freshman class has BG ready
to reassert itself atop the MAC.

«

HP

E

NEWS
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Nov*mbar2l,
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On the
cover...
Pictured on the cover of the
1996-97 BO News Winter
Sports Preview are the 13
seniors fmm the Falcon baa~
krtbaQ and hockey teams.
The page was designed and
produced by Scott Brown using
Aldus Pagentaker and Adobe
Photoshop.
Special thanks to Hldeki
Kobayashl. Meg Knopf and the
Sports Information Office wtth
their assistance.

Credits
TTte 1986-97 BO News
Winter Sports Preview was produced by the sports staff of The
BO News: Scott Brown, edttor.
Blake Parkins, assistant editor
and Jon Toeco. Vlnre Guerrtan
and Jason McMahoo. writers.
Brown supervised the teyoui. editing and production of
the puhUcatlon on
QuarkXPress
Photos by Hldeki Kobayaahl
and Doug Khrenovsky.
Special thanks to Meg
Knopf. BG News Production
Manager, and to the BGSU
Sports Information office.

Radio
Several radin -stations cam.'
Falcon athletics on the air.
The campus station.
WBGU-FM (88 1) will carry the
majority of the hockey and
men's baaketball contests this
season along with several
women's basketball games.
GAines tentatrverv scheduled
for broadcast have -WBGLT
lurted on the teaina' scheduler,
above,
WFOB AM (1430) and
WBV.-PM f96.7} serve as the
flagship Buttons of Bowttng
Green athletics on the air.
WBV1 handles ail ol the hockey
broadcasts and all men s basketball contests when hockey
does not Interfere. WFOB
broadcasts all men's basketball games that are not on
WBVf as wefl as all women's
basketball games during the
conference reason.

Television
The Falcon hotkey tram wfll
appear on television once more
ihta aeaeon. Tbe .Jan. 31 game
agamM Miami will he broadcast
naUowJly by Prtmr/Spona
Channel Ohio.
The basketball learn, win
appear logether on MAC
Tetntaton once th» season.
Jaa. 20 at Caatern Ulrhlean.
That (tune wul also he broadcaat an Prone /sport. CIIMMHI
OBM.
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Admission is free to all BGSU students with proper University ID

Hockey
October
11
TORONTO
12
OHIO STATE
18
BOSTON COLLEGE
19
BOSTON COLLEGE
25
at Lake Superior
26
at Lake Superior
November
1
at Michigan State
2
NOTRE DAME
8
FERRIS STATE
9
at Michigan
15
at Miami
16
MICHIGAN
22
NOTRE DAME
23
MICHIGAN STATE
30
OHIO STATE
December
1
at Ohio State
6
ALASKA-FAIRBANKS
14
at Western Michigan

W
W
W
W
W
W

9-0
7-2
8-3
4-2
6-4
4-2

L
L
L
L
L
T
7:00
7:00
7:00

2-8
5-7
2-3
1-4
0-4
3-3
WBGU
WBGU

3:00
7:00
7:00

WBGU
WBGU
WBGU

27-28 at RPI Holiday Tournament
27
Bowling Green vs. Brown
UMass-Amherst vs. RPI
28
Consolation
Championship
January
3-4 at Ferris State
11
at Notre Dame
14
WESTERN MICHIGAN
18
COLGATE
24
LAKE SUPERIOR
31
MIAMI
February
1
at Michigan
7-8 ALASKA-FAIRBANKS
15
WESTERN MICHIGAN
16
at Ohio State
21
at Miami
22
at Ohio State
March
1
MICHIGAN STATE

5:30
8:30
5:30
8:30
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00

WBGU
WBGU
WBGU
WBGU

7:00
7:00
7:00
3:00
7:00
7:00

WBGU
WBGU
WBGU
WBGU
WBGU

7:00

WBGU

7:30
7:00
8:30
7:00
7:00
7:00

WBGU
WBGU
WBGU
WBGU
WBGU

Men's Basketball
November
23
at James Madison
26
DETROIT
30
at Purdue
December
4
NORTHERN ILLINOIS
6-7 at Nebraska Classic
6
Nebraska vs. Coppin State
Bowling Green vs. Colgate
7
Consolation
Championship
11
at Wright State
14
TIFFIN
30-1 at Puerto Rico Holiday Classic
January
4
at Central Michigan
8
at Western Michigan
11
BALL STATE

4:30
7:00
8:00

WBGU
WBGU
WBGU

7:00

WBGU

8:00
10:00
8:00
10:00
7:30

WBGU

2:00
7:00
7:00

13
at Akron
15
KENT
20
at Eastern Michigan
22
MIAMI
25
at Toledo
29
OHIO
February
1
WESTERN MICHIGAN
5
at Ball State
8
AKRON
12
at Kent
15
EASTERN MICHIGAN
19
at Miami
22
TOLEDO
26
at Ohio
March
1
CENTRAL MICHIGAN

7:00
7:00
1:30
7:00
4:00
7:00
8:00
7:00

WBGU
WBGU
WBGU
WBGU

1:30

WBGU

7:00
7:00
6:00
7:00
1:30
7:00

WBGU

WBGU
WBGU

Women's Basketball
November
23
NOTRE DAME
25
WEST VIRGINIA
29-30 at Colorado Classic
29
Bowling Green vs. Colorado
Louisville vs. Southern Methodist
30
Consolation
Championship
December
4
at Michigan State
12
at Duquesne
21
at Detroit
28
YOUNGSTOWN
January
4
CENTRAL MICHIGAN
8
WESTERN MICHIGAN
11
at Ball State

1:30
7:00
9:00
11:00
9:00
11:00
7:00
7:00
1:00
7.00
7:00
7:00
2:00

WBGU
WBGU

13
AKRON
15
at Kent
20
at Eastern Michigan
22
at Miami
25
TOLEDO
29
at Ohio
February
1
at Western Michigan
5
BALL STATE
8
at Akron
12
KENT
15
EASTERN MICHIGAN
19
MIAMI
22
at Toledo
26
OHIO
March
1
at Central Michigan

2:00
7:00
3:00
7:00
1:30
7:00
2:00
7:00
1:30

WBGU
WBGU
WBGU
WBGU
WBGU
WBGU
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Hockey

Off the canvas and ready to go
□ After a disasterous
swing, Falcons ready
for CCHA title run
By JIM TOCCO
BG News Sports Writer

Bowling Green hockey began
the 1996-97 season with a bang.
The Falcon team equalled Its
best start ever, reeling off six consecutive wins to begin the year.
The leers crushed foes Toronto
and Ohio State In non-conference matchups by scores of 9-0
and 7-2.
Then it was time for former
BG coach Jerry York and his
Boston College Eagles to step
Into the vaunted Ice House. The
Falcons swept the series handily
and then won a pair against conference rival Lake Superior.
Oh. how times have changed.
The Falcons, flying high after
their quick start, landed In
Mlctdgan State's Munn Arena as
the third-ranked team In the
nation. MSU shocked the
Falcons with a resounding 8-2
victory.
The loss sent shock waves
through the team's ranks, from
which they appear to Just now be
recovering. The team descended
Into a spiral after the MSU loss,
dropping four more conference
games.
It was a relief when the second

largest crowd In Falcon history
saw their team tie defending
NCAA champion Michigan Nov.
16 at the Ice Arena.
At the heart of the BG team
are captains Curtis Fry and Mike
Johnson, both among the
nation's leaders In points.
"Both Fry and Johnson have
to step up and set an example for
the entire team." coach Buddy
Powers said.
Also Impressive has been BG's
goaltendlng. using a unique rotation system In the season's opening 12 games.
Senior Bob Petrie and Mike
Savard have made It difficult to
choose between the two. both
posting goals-agalnst averages
around three and a half.
"If we keep playing the way we
are." Savard said earlier In the
year, "we're going to have two
goalies all season."
"Could you choose?" postulated Powers. "They're both playing
so well that I don't think we're
any closer to a decision."
Petrie Is only one member of a
senior class, however, that Is one
of the best In the country this
season and one of the best In the
See HUNT, page 4

Tte BG Nawi/Hldiki KobayMN
Bowling Green left winger Andy Ilvonen pulls himself off the ice during a game earlier this season against
Boston College. The Falcons are pulling themselves off the canvas, as well, as they fight to get out ofa sixgame winless string.

Perrault inspired by brother's work ethic
By BLAKE PARKINS
BG News Assistant Sports Editor

Kelly Perrault

Kelly Perrault ranks as one of the
country's premiere defensemen.
He brings to the Ice a calming presence
and determined work ethic he learned In
part from his older brother. Kirby.
"If anyone has affected my hockey
career. It probably would be my brother."
Perrault said. "1 deflnately looked up to
him. He has a very strong work ethic and
I respect that.
"Whether It be a win or a loss. I talk to
him after the weekend and he always has
a little advice or some words of wisdom."
Perrault got an early start with a hockey workout regiment passed down to him
from Kirby. who Introduced Perrault to
Michigan Tech's workout program after

"Whether it be a win or a
loss, I talk to him after the
weekend and he always has
a little advice or some words
of wisdom."
Kelly Perrault, speaking of
his brother Kirby
his freshman year there. This gave
Perrault an advantage over less-disci
pllned athletes not accustomed to the
tough workouts of a major college hockey
program.
Kelly followed his sib s lead by attending Notre Dame College, a hockey powerhouse that has produced many NHL play-

ers. It was there that Perrault learned to
deal with hardships and developed his
Independent nature.
Perrault struggled through the adversity at Notre Dame, making the roster on
the lowest division. Finishing the 12th
grade, the backliner found himself frustrated with hockey. He considered going
to college and not picking up a slick
again.
His perserverance paid off. however.
Perrault underwent a growth spurt
sprouting four inches and packing on 25
pounds. This, combined with encouragement from his mother swayed his decision to continue his hockey career.
He ended up making the cut on the
Fort Saskatchewan Traders, his homeSee PERRAULT, page 4
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The1 99i5-117 F alcons
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
11
12
14
15
17
18
20
21
22
23
24
25
27
28
29
30

Player

Pos.

Ht.

Wt

Yr.

Hometown

Bob Petrie***
B J. Adams
Adam Lamarre**
Todd Kelman***
John Hustler"
Matt Eldred***
Andy llvonen
Dave Faulkner**
Curtis FryDale Crombeen"
Mike JohnsonBrad Holzinger**
Adam Edlnger
Zach Ham
Cralg Desjariais
Kelly Perrault—
Mike Jones
Keith Ebare*
Dan Price*
Peter Ratchuk
Kevin Armbruster"
Brett Punchard***
Brad Newman
Mike Savard*
Jason Phwko*

G
D
D
D
D
D
LW
LW
C
RW
RW
C
C
C
LW
D
D
RW
RW
D
W
LW
C
G
G

5-10
6-2
6-1
6-1
6-1
5-11
6-2
5-6
5-8
5-11
6-3
6-1
6-2
6-1
6-1
6-1
8-3
5-9
6-1
6-1
6-1
6-0
5-9
5-11
5-9

180
190
205
190
190
195
195
175
170
180
190
190
210
185
175
195
175
175
200
175
185
185
170
185
200

Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
So.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
So.
So.

Canton, Mich.
Scarborough, Ont.
Markham, Ont.
Calgary, Alta.
Cobourg, Ont.
Rocky River. Ohio
Sipoo. Finland
Bracebridge, Ont.
Hinton, Atta.
Mooretown, Ont
Scarborough, Ont.
Parma, Ohio
Toledo, Ohio
Spokane, Wash.
LaSalle, OnL
Fort Saskatchewan, Alta.
Toledo, Ohio
Sault St. Marie. Ont.
Sarnia. Ont.
Buffalo, N.Y.
Geneseo, N.Y.
Scarborough, Ont.
Chicago, III.
Red Deer, Alta.
Chicago. III.

HUNT
Continued from page 3
storied history of the program.
Right winger Mike Johnson's
12 goals Is twice as many as anyone else on the team. The focal
point of the team's offensive
attack. Johnson Is one of the
best forwards In America and will
assuredly be playing In the professional ranks next year.
Johnson has the most goals
this season, but Curtis Fry with
his 16 assists leads In the point
category. At center with Johnson
and left winger Brett Punchard
(four goals. 18 points). BG has
one of the most potent front lines
in collegiate hockey.
The list goes on. Kelly
Perrault. with three goals and 14
assists, and Adam Edlnger with
live goals and six assists add
support to the front line. Peter
Ratchuk. considered by many to
be one of the brightest prospects
in the nation, has made an
impact with six points as a freshman.
Right winger Dan Price, left
winger Dave Faulkner and center
Brad Holzinger - the younger
brother of 1995 Hobey Baker
Award winner Brian Holzinger add another punch offensively.
Mike Jones. Todd Kelman and
Matt Eldred add bulk to the

Falcon defense.
Every year, the Falcons take
on some of the best teams In the
nation. This year Is no exception.
The difficult schedule encountered early in the season will not
let up for some time.
The Falcons play Notre Dame
and Michigan State Nov. 22-23.
both of whom toppled the
Falcons early in the season.
TThe schedulel Is not going to
get any better." Powers said.
"We've got a very difficult
November."
The Falcons lost two key players. Punchard and Finnish
winger Andy llvonen to a brawl
wilh Michigan on Nov. 9.
Punchard had his ankle broken and Uvonen separated his
shoulder In a brawl that
spawned numerous ejections.
Powers said that he feels the
Falcons are beginning to get on
track after the tie against
Michigan.
"I look at this as a start." he
said. "We've got to build from
here. We would have lost a close
game like this a week or two ago."
If the Falcons are off to a start,
that bodes well for the leers. The
Falcons are. after all. quick
starters.

Kwvv^■^^w^<^wv^^^w^^^u^ww^v^^^^^

BGSU ICE ARENA
Public Skating Schedule
pf-fl Wed., Fri.« & Sat.« 8-10 PM fJtn
Sunday 3:30-5:30 & 7-9 PM
BGSU Students (w/I.D.)
$2.00 admission
$1.00 rental skates of all sizes
BGSU Ice Arena is also available for
private rentals.
•public skating will not be available when the
varsity hockey team is at home.

BGSU AND GRCCK
MCRCHONMSC
T-Shirts
Gift Wrap
Sweotshirts
Greeting Cords
Hots
Totes
Sewn on, embroidered ond silk screening letters
Best Quality, Best Prices, Best Service

CALL 372-2264 for more information
and confirmation of these times.

Collegiate
Connection
531 Ridge Street

BEST OF LUCK FALCONS

Bowling Green, Ohio
43402
(419)352-8333

CALL RANDY AT 372-2764 for information
about Senior Fall Hockey League.
Teams will be forming and play will begin in a
couple of weeks. BG students welcome to
participate.

Mon. - Thurs. 10-8

Fri. 10-6

Sat. 10-5:30

Sun 12-5

^GO FALCONS!!! fVl
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PERRAULT
Continued from page 3
town Junior hockey team. It was
with the Traders that Perrault
would develop Into a caliber player attracting college scouts
including Bowling Green. Maine.
Colorado College, and Michigan
Tech.
Despite having a brother less
than two years older playing for
Michigan Tech. Perrault was
actually first approached by
Bowling Green assistant coaches
Wayne Wilson and Scott
Raulauch. It was on one such
recruiting visit that Perrault. his
mother, and Wilson were Interrupted by a phone call over dinner. On the other end was a
recruiter from Maine also Interested In acquiring the services of
the talented defenseman.
After a recruiting visit to
Bowling Green. Perrault decided

to veer from his brother's career
path to Michigan Tech and
become a Falcon. Perrault was
also Influenced by his brother
who encouraged him to go to a
school where he could fit In at
and be a part of the team, a piece
of advice that Perrault passes
along to young players Interested

at BO.

Perrault Is a three-time letter
winner, having amassed 111
points on 35 goals and 76 assists
through three-plus seasons.
Perrault Is currently fourth on
the team with 14 points on the
season.
He has many accolades to his
credit including two Invitations to
the Canadian National team. The
standout decided to decline the
Invitation to play for his country
to finish his career at BG and get
his
diploma
In
Physical
Education.

Leading Scorers through 12 games

#

Curtis Fry
Mike Johnson
Brett Punchard
Keily Perrault
Adam Edinger
Dan Price

Goals
6
12
4
3
5
3

Assists
16
9
14
11
6
5

Points
22
21
18
14
11
8

Powers

^

Head Coach: Buddy Powers
Alma Mater: Boston University (75)
Record at BGSU: 57-30-4 (three years)
Overall Career Record: 177-101-19 I 628)
Assistant Coaches: Wayne Wilson, Brian Hills, John Fletcher
1995-96 Overall Record: 26-14-1
1995-96 CCHA Record/Finish: 18-11-1 (5th)
Lettervvlnners Returning: 17
Letterwlnners Lost: 7
Home Ice: BGSU Ice Arena
Surface Size: 200' by 85'
Capacity: 5.000

Perrault was a lst-Team AllAmerican selection as a sophomore. Also that year Perrault was
a lst-Team All"-CCHA selection
and voted the best offensive
defenseman In the league. His
Junior year. Perrault made the
AU-CCHA 2nd-Team.
Perrault Is comfortable supporting the cast of co-captains
Curtis Fry and Mike Johnson.
The soft-spoken senior feels that
he can best guide the team
through his play.
"1 think my role is to show It on
the Ice and lead by exmple."
Perrault said. "I hope that the

younger guys can follow me by
my actions on the Ice."
Perrault credits Bowling Green
coach Buddy Powers for giving
him the chances to demonstrate
his abilities in high-pressure situations.
"Buddy gave me the opportunity to be the guy on the Ice in
Important times in power play
and penalty kill." Perrault said.
"Asa
player, .ill you can ask Is to get
the opportunity and take advantage of the opportunities."
Powers speaks highly of
Perrault's work ethic and leader-

ship style.
"Kelly has a great work ethic.
He works as hard as any guy on
the team," Powers said. "He Is a
very disciplined athlete, he takes
good care of himself."
Perrault said that he enjoys
playing with his teammates at
BG and feels closest to fellow
seniors due to all of the trials they
have endured.
Upon graduating from BG.
Perrault hopes to be picked up by
a team in the 1HL or AHL. or even
possibly the NHL. He will also be
qualified to teach and coach at
the high school level.

Have you seen the
1996 KEY YEARBOOK?
Stop by 28 West HaU to
pick yours up or call 372-8086

00
11
12
21
22
23
24

Michelle Terry
Brooke Belcher
Jenifer Gafford
Candy Day
Chrissy Billiter
Alison Miller
Bridget Andrews

96-97 Women's fiosketboll Roster
Head Coach: Jaci Clark
Assistants: Ellen McGrew
Tammy Shain

25
31
32
33
34
40
44

Charlotta Jones
Sherry Kahle
SaraPuthoff
Jaymee Wappes
Jacki Raterman
Nena Smith
Jill DeFosse

GOOD LUCK
LHDV FMCONS!
Men's Basketball coach Jim Larranaga
reads about last year's great season.

440 E. Court St.
352-9638

Q

GOOD LUCK FALQ
#11
DAVE
FURLIN

#33
ANTONIO
DANIELS

#20
HOWARD
CHAMBERS

Guard
6-4, 190 lbs.
Valparaiso, Indiana

Guard
6-4,195 lbs.
Columbus, Ohio

Guard
5-6,160 lbs
Oberlin, Ohio

^'a and S^*.
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#14
KOEN
ROUWHORST

#31
KIRK
COWAN

Center
6-9, 220 lbs.
Amsterdam,
The Netherlands

Forward
6-7,190 lbs.
Brooklyn, New York

HOOP THE
IT UP
FALCONS5! NEWS

BG

#4
DAYON
NINKOVIC
Center
6-9, 240 lbs.
Milwaukee, Wl

GoodLuck Fror n Your Brothers
A

Hoop it up Falcons!
Have a great season!
Love, the sisters of

Good
Luck
BG!

*

OEK

GOOD LUCK
FALC ONS!
Total Spoi•ts Source

#3
DeMAR
MOORE

#45
JAKE
HOLMES

Guards
6-1,190 lbs.
Sandusky, Ohio

Center
6-10, 250 lbs.
Toledo. Ohio

Good Luck: Falcons!
Love, the isisters of
Gamma 1'hi Beta

Che little 6hep
Good Luck This Season!

NS! HOOP IT UP!
#25
JAY
LARRANAGA

#30
TONY
REID

Guard
6-5,205 lbs.
[Bowling Green, Ohio

Guard
6-3, 185 lbs.
Gahanna, Ohio

GOOD LUCK!
^tf^*<

11th year
Providence

#34
ANTHONY
STACEY

ASST. COACH
KEITH
NOFTZ

Forward
6-4, 225 lbs.
Elyria, Ohio

3rd year
Heidelberg

Good Luck This Season!

Al-Mar Lanes

WAL MART

l^^^^
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#21
DAVE
ESTERKAMP

#32
JAVIER
CRESPO

Forward
6-7, 215 lbs.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Forward
6-8, 230 lbs.
Madrid, Spain

Nothin' But Net!

^enedeffoi
THE BROTHERS OF
SIGMA PHI EPSILON

■I

Visit one of our
three BG locations
after the game!

HOOP IT UP!

vfl

|GOOD LUCK FALCONS!

MURRAY
Center
6-7, 240 lbs.
Bronx, New York

^^^L
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HEAD COACH
JIM
LARRANAGA

#24
PHILLIP

Take it to the hoop Falcons!

iooD LUCK FALCONS!

2<DE

ft

ood Luck Falcons!
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Men's Basketball

Groundwork laid for title run

□ This year's group possibly the
most talented in Falcon history

By SCOTT BROWN
BG News Sports Editor

Th. BQ NmMdaU KobayMhl
Center Dayon Ninkovic will be an important player this season for the
Falcon men's basketball team.

The Ingredients are there for
the Falcon men's basketball team
to become a major factor In the
Mid-American Conference race
this season.
The
question.
however,
remains: Can BG put everything
together?
Historically, the Falcons under
coach Jim Larranaga have
underachieved when he has had
a wealth of talent.
The challenge to this team will
be to reverse that trend to even
have a shot at the title in a year
where the MAC may be at its alltime best.
"I think this team may be the
best team going into the season
that I've
coached,"
said
Larranaga. owner of a 148-134
record in 10 years as the BG
head coach.
"It does not have the most
speed, quickness or athletic ability," Larranaga continued. "It's
close. But It definitely has the
most skilled players from top to
bottom."
With that skill comes a new
philosophy for the Falcons. A
structured, half-court team a
year ago. the 1996-97 edition
plans to run the floor, put points
on the board and throw 94 feet
worth of defense against opponents every time down the Qoor.
"Last year, we had more of a

walking-down, box-set team."
senior point guard Antonio
Daniels said. "We weren't really
big on fast-breaking last year
because of our lack of depth. But
this year a lot has changed."
Daniels Is one of three returning players that are among the
best In the MAC. The trio - senior
guard Jay Larranaga and sophomore forward Anthony Stacey are
the others - all averaged 15.5
points per game. Contributions
from other players were limited,
and the fatigue backed up as BG
lost Its last five games.
But depth should become a
luxury this season. DeMar
Moore, a major contributor
before
academic
problems
benched him for the second half
of the season. Is one of the best
defensive players In the MAC.
Dayon Ninkovic showed his
potential with a 34-polnt outing
against Eastern Michigan last
year and should be more consistent In his Junior season. Tony
Reld. a redshirt last season after
transferring
from
Edison
Community College, should also
be a major contributor.
Throw In names like Jake
Holmes, Dave Esterkamp and
Kirk Cowan among others. BG
has many proven players to fall
back on.
There Is a tremendous battle
being staged to be In the eight- or
nine-man rotation." Larranaga
said.

Much of the load may fall on
Daniels' and Jay Larranaga's
shoulders, however - If not for
sheer scoring but for leadership
purposes.
The pair has played together
for four seasons now. and stand
as the fifth-most prolific combination In the nation among
returning guards.
Coach Larranaga considered
the two perhaps the best 1-2
guard tandem in the MAC.
They are definitely the best
leaders." he said. "As I watch
them practice they are qulcklv
becoming the best defensive com
blnatlon. and that Is what I want
to see. You throw In DeMar
Moore, with three guards playing
great defense, we have a great
team."
Daniels led the MAC In assists
last season and Is likely to
become the second player in BG
history to post four seasons of
100 assists or more. For his
career. Daniels has 146 more
assists than turnovers.
Larranaga Is one of the best 3polnt shooters In the MAC. having tied the school record with 72
last year. He will likely become
BG's all-time leading 3-polnt
shooter this season.
It Is Impossible to understate,
however, the contribution that
Stacey made to the team last season. He became the highest scorSee HISTORY, page 11

Rouwhorst adjusting to American game
By SCOTT BROWN
BG News Sports Editor

Keen Rouwhorsi Isn't the most talented player on the Bowling Green
men's basketball team.
In actuality, he's far from It.
But he is one of the hardest workers
on the team. It is that hard work that he
hopes will help him develop his game
that much more and become a key contributor to the team.
"Last year, I was basically a role player working the screen to get the perimeter game open," said Rouwhorst. In his
second year with the Falcon program
after transferring from his native
Netherlands.

This year. I will have to step up and
be a scoring threat and run the court
and get some easy baskets out of running. I would like to Improve on defense
and help out my teammates when they
need It."
Rouwhorst. a 6-9. 220-pound senior
center, has worked hard to Improve
himself after last season. He played
some minutes, but had a limited role.
He wants that to change this year.
"His role right now Is he gives us
added depth at the post position." head
coach Jim Larranaga said. "He gives us
a bigger, faster, more athletic version of
our starters. He's a shot blocker. a terrific helper defensively, and he Is learning to play within himself offensively."

Rouwhorst has been faced with trying to adjust to the American game of
basketball, which is much different
than the European style he had played
most of his Hie.
"It's a lot more physical In the post
here." Rouwhorst said. "We tend to run
more here and play set plays. Over there
we look to shoot a lot more and here the
game is more slashing, cutting to the
basketball with screening offenses that
are difficult to get used to."
Rouwhorst started Just one game last
season and didn't even manage one
point a game.
In The Netherlands, he played most
See KOEN, page 9

Koen Rouwhorst
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The 1996-97 Falcons
Player

Pos.

Ht

Wt.

Yr.

Hometown (High School)

3
4
14

DeMar Moore
Dayon Ninkovic
Koen Rouwhorst

Q
C/F
C

6-1
6-9
6-9

190
240
220

So.
Jr.
Sr.

20
21
24
25

Howard Chambers
Dave Eslerkamp
Phillip Murray
Jay Larranaga

G
F
C/F
G

5-6
6-7
6-7
6-5

150
215
240
205

So.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.

30
31
32

Tony Reid
Kirk Cowan
Javier Crespo

G/F
F
F

8-3
6-7
6-8

185
190
230

So.
So.
So.

33
34
45

Antonio Daniels
Anthony Stacey
Jake Holmes

G
F
C

6-4
6-4
6-10

195
225
240

Sr.
So.
So.

Sandusky, Ohio
Milwaukee, Wis. (Rufus King)
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
(Rijnlands)
Oberlin, Ohio
Cincinnati, Ohio (La Salle)
Bronx. N.Y. (Cardinal Hayes)
Bowling Green, Ohio (Toledo
St. John's)
Gahanna, Ohio (Lincoln)
Brooklyn, N.Y. (Madison)
Madrid. Spain (Cardinal
O'Hara. Pa.)
Columbus, Ohio (DeSaies)
Eryria, Ohio (Grafton Midview)
Toledo, Ohio (St. John's)

No.

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

THE HTWELL CENTER
AT

Head Coach Jim Larranaga
Alma Mater: Providence (71 >
Record at BGSU: 148-134 (10 years
Overall Career Record: 176-159 (12 years)
Assistant Coaches: Keith Note, Mike Gillian and Bill Courtney
1995-96 Overall Record: 14-13
1995-96 MAC Record/Finish 9-9/t-6th
Letterwlnners Returning: 10
Letterwlnners Lost: 3
Starters Returning: 4 (Daniels, Larranaga, Ninkovic, Stacey)
Larrantga
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recently for the ASVU club team
(the third division In Holland)
and averaged 25 points and 12
rebounds per game.
"I was looking for the possibility to come to the United States
to play bail." he said.
He came In contact with the
Bowling Green coaching staff.

F!W

BARB 1

Wi you are the

^GREATEST!
keep up
the
good work
-The BG News
Staff

Larranaga says there are even
more ways that Rouwhorst can
Improve on the court.
"He has to pay attention to
details." Larranaga said. "It Is

JTTMJfU

EGDY2
vain

BOVAJNO OJUEM. OHIO

354-5080

1096 B N. Main St. Bowling Green. OH 43402
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Mon-Thurs 12:00-5:00
Fri 12:00-4:00
Stop in or call before Dec. 13th
SENIORS - Call Now for your EBEE
FIT-FOR-HlRE Assessment
For More Information Call 372-8691 or 372-2711

Keen's background that allows
him to sometimes float between
tremendous effort and Intensity
and then to relax and to feel like
'hey. this portion of practice or
the game Isn't Important'. The
moment you do that, you lose the
momentum and you might not
get It back."
Rouwhorst Is a design technology major and Is a senior eliglbllity-wlse.

Student Membership
Tanning
Tred Mills
Recumbent and
Stationary Bikes
Circuit Training
Free Weights
Showers and
LockerRooms

<8Si,
-*©»
\pms

>cp

KOEN
and the rest Is history.
"The first year was a real
adjustment for me." Rouwhorst
said. "I had to adjust to the
American style, to get to know
the team."
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Capacity: 5.000

Continued from page 3

The SRC

North

South

1091 N Mam
352 2430

996S. Mam
352 0534

Greenwood Centre
1602 E Wooster
352 3443

890

Check Out..
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Barney's Features:
1

Super Lotto
' The Number
1
Instant Lottery

• Charge all purchases
*lncludins Gas
• Money Orders: 49<

OPEN 24 HOURS!

Inside Green wood Cert tre...
USUBUJRVn
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Women's Basketball

Program seeks return to glory
□ Experienced team
has high expectations
By VINCE GUERRIERI
BG News Sports Writer

enough to be named to the MAC
All-Freshman team. BUllter. who
started 16 games last year, also
had four boards a game while
leading the team In three-point
percentage.
Junior forward Jones led the
MAC last year In rebounding,
with 9.3 per game, the first
Falcon to do so since Joeryn
Shoup In 1986.
The Falcons return ten letterwinners this year, a big factor in
a year where all the teams In the
MAC return at least five letterwinners, and five MAC teams
return at least four starters.
The conference Is competitive
In the first five teams |ln the preseason poU|." Clark said. They
return a lot of people. They look
good on paper." The first five
teams In the poll. In order, were
Toledo. Kent State. Miami. Ohio

The women's basketball team
hopes to prove quite a few people
wrong this winter.
Picked to finish fifth In the
MAC preseason poll, the team
hopes to perform better than they
were pegged, according to coach
Jad Clark.
"It's fair for everyone else to
have those expectations." Clark
said. "It doesn't mean we have
those expectations."
The team hopes to Improve on
defense this year, according to
Clark. Last year, the team finished last In the MAC In defense,
and last In shots allowed.
Clark points out that. In spite
of those statistics, they still finished fourth In the MAC
"I know we are capable to
make a run at the championship, and BO.
The women's team did get one
and we are going to work hard to
vote for first place, a testament to
do that." Clark said.
HO. In addition to Ball State the talent distributed among the
and Miami, returns all five conference, according to Clark.
"I think it's a very competitive
starters: Brooke Belcher. Michelle
Terry. Chrlssy Btlllter. Charlotta conference." Clark said. There
are very good teams, very good
Jones and Sara Puthoff.
Btlllter. a sophomore guard. Is people."
One of those very good people
coming off an Impressive first
season In college. Her 13.5 Is guard Puthoff. AJunior. Puthoff
points per game were good started all 27 games last year

tics, averaging 18.9 points and I
10.8 rebounds. Kahle hopes to|
get some playing time this year.
"I'm expecting to come off the I
bench, get experience and wln|
the MAC." Kahle said.
Belcher, who started 18 games j
last year, chipping In 4.4 points I
and 2.4 rebounds per game, said 1
the freshmen play an Important I
role, not just In the games, but In I
practice as well, forcing the oth
ers to be at the top of their game. |
The freshmen will have an|
effect day after day in practice."
Belcher said. They'll push thej
team to the limits."

Tlw BG Nmi/HkMM Kobayuhl
Sophomore guard Jenifer Gafford will play an important part in the
Falcon women's basketball team's success during the 1996-97 season.
leading the team with 15.5 points Falcons have reloaded, adding
per game, while also contributing three freshmen to the roster.
Jaymee Wappes. a product of
4.8 rebounds per game. She was
selected to the preseason All- East Noble High In KendaUvUle,
MAC team, and has a positive Ind.. averaged 21 points and
outlook on the upcoming season. three rebounds a game In high
"As long as we go out there, school. Grand Haven. Mich.,
play hard, and give It our all. I feel native Alison Miller brings an
confident." Puthoff said.
average of 18.6 points and 10.8
In addition to returning many rebounds a game. Sherry Kahle.
of the players from last year, the a Lima native, had similar statis-

Terry, who started all 271
games last year, averaging 12.31
points and 5.7 boards, said she Isl
very pleased with the play off the I
bench, and praised the reserves. |
Including Jackl Raterman.
Candy Day. Jenifer Gafford and I
Jill DeFosse.
"It's good to see the reserves!
step up." Terry said. This team|
has potential."
One player who Is expected tol
come strong off the bench isl
guard
Bridget
Andrews. [
Andrews, who started 18 games I
last year, led the team In assists,!
with 86. and free throw percent- f
age. at .767.
The team opens Its season!
Nov. 23 against Notre Dame all
Anderson Arena. The Irish arel
currently ranked 20th In the|
nation by the Associated Press.

Basketball has allowed Day to see the world
By JASON McMAHON
BG News Sports Writer

When Candy Day gets her
number called this season, a
whole lot more than a sixth man
will be taking the court for
Bowling Green. The senior forward has seen her career encompass much more than points and
rebounds.
After pit stops tn Rochester.
N.Y.. Atlanta, and Zimbabwe.
Day Is set to begin her final campaign for the Falcons, a season
she says Is more like "a new
beginning" rather than an end.
But she admits, there Is some
finality to it all.
"It's going to be sad to be finished with basketball." she said.
"But I don't think I'm gonna be

finished with basketball. A lot of
opportunities have come my way
because of basketball.
"I can remember sitting In
fourth grade, saying I'm going to
be a Buckeye." Day said. While
she may have not have ever suited up for Ohio State, she never
dreamed what basketball would
bring her.
Two summers ago. Day traveled with the Athletes In Action
team to Zimbabwe. Day and nine
other athletes were there for
three weeks as the Zimbabwe
national team was training for an
Olympic qualifying tournament.
While playing against the
national team and other club
teams. Day and her newfound
friends also managed to go on
some safaris - "kind of scary but

kind of cool." she says - and also
saw Victoria Falls. She says she
came back to America a changed
person.
"When I came back from Africa
- this Is huge - I don't waste
things." she said. There are so
many people that do without and
we waste things. I Just wish
everyone could experience a
third-world country for one day
and I think everybody's lives
would be changed.
"People Just need to be willing
to help. You need to help people
and listen to people and try to
understand people."
Helping people Is exactly what
Day was doing this past summer,
as she volunteered as a security
guard at the Olympics. She saw
some action at the basketball.

volleyball, and track venues, but
mostly worked at the main press
center. Her chief duty there was
to escort medalists to the media,
which gave her the opportunity to
meet several of the world's greatest athletes.
Her role as a security guard
will also forever subject Day to
questions about that horrific
night a bomb ripped through
Centennial Olympic Park, killing
one and causing the death of
another. Day was there.
She and some friends had finished work for the night, and
were milling about the park when
they decided to go for Ice cream.
Had they left a minute or two
later. Day might not be around to
tell the story.
"We had just walked past the

Candy Day
tower |where the bomb went off). I
probably 50 feet, and the bomb
went off." she said. "Needless to |
say. It rocked our world for a In
See DAY, page 1t I
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The 1996-97 Falcons
Player

Pos.

Ht.

Yr.

Hometown/High School

00

Michelle Terry

c

6-2

Sr.

11
12
21

Brooke Belcher
Jennifer G afford
Candy Day

G
G
F

5-8
5-7
5-9

Jr.
So.
Sr.

22
23
24
25
31
32
33
34
40
44

Chrissy Brlllter
Alison Miller
Bridget Andrews
Charlotfa Jones
Sherry KaWe
Sara Puthotf
Jaymee Wappes
JacJd flaterman
Netla Smith
Jill OeFosse

G
C
G
F
G/F
G
G
C
C
F

5-9
6-2
5-10
5-10
5-10
5-9
5-5
6-0
6-0
6-0

So.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
So.

Springfield, Ohio/North/Purdue
University
West Unity, Ohio/Hilltop
Grandview Heights, Ohio
Jackson Center, Ohio/WaynesfieldGosfien/Roberts Wesleyan College
Elida, Ohio
Grand Haven, Mich.
Pickerington, Ohio
Columbus, Ohio/Independence
Lima, Ohio/Bath
Chickasaw, Ohio/Marion Local
Kendaltvilie, indVEast Noble
Bradford, Ohio/Versailles
Massillon, Ohio/Washington
Hamilton, Ohio/Badm

No.

Clark

Head Coach: Jaci Clark
Alma Mater: Wisconsin-Milwaukee ('84)
Record at BGSU: 99-44 (five seasons)
Overall Career Record: same
Assistant Coaches: Ellen McGrew, Tammy Shaln
1996-96 Overall Record: 15-12
1996-96 MAC RecoroVFInteh: 11-7/t-4th
Letter-winners Returning: 11
Letlerwlnners Lost: 3
Starters Returning: 5
Home Court: Anderson Arena
Capacity: 5,000

PRE-CHRISTMAS
NOW THRU SATURDAY
Licensed Pro Jackets
NFL Replica
CoWg* • NFL • M.B ■ NHL
Football Jerseys
Pro PWy*» B'aod
Cowooyl - 49©f» • Dolphins
PscSiS'SMiliri
Reg. 59.95

lllc while. It was pretty scary:
leverything was In mass confuIston."
Despite that, Day says "I'm so
■glad I went to the Olympics. I
Iwouldn't change that for the
I world. It was definitely an expeIrlence of a lifetime."
Before she spent the last two
Isummers racking up frequent
Iftyer miles. Day hadn't even
Iplayed a minute for the Falcons.
■That's because she spent the 94|95 season sitting out after having
[transferred
from
Roberts
|Wesleyan College In Rochester.
After graduating In a class of
|36 from Waynesileld-Goshen
I High School. Day wasn't quite
Iready to Join a 17.000-student
|campus. She chose Roberts
Wesleyan. a small Christian
Ischool. where she helped her

ling freshman in BG history, aver
|aglng 16 points a game.
"I think Anthony Stacey Is
Itruly one of the most consistent
■ players I've coached In my 26
lyears." Larranaga said

OSU ■ Uttwjan • Now* Own*
Cowboy* • Paowjr* - Swwlw*
ProPltww* * Uasw.bc Brand*
RtQ. 44 95 A 49 95

NOW $31.46

%

$44.95

& $34.95

SAVE25

ISkate Sale!
CCU • Bwf ■ VC • F«riand

CLEARANCE

SAVE UP TO

On Protects Equipment
Con a* - VIC ■ CCU

%

40Th*n*o,Pnoa
OFF
S#**c*wJ Uodw* 4 So*.

Sherwood • Koho
Bauer • Northwoodp

Should*. Elbow, t Snln

UP TO

padsl Qlovssl P.nUI

25%

Pro Team Hat Sale! Rollerblade SAle.
NFL • MLB • NHL
BAUER SKATES
Assorted Teams
Selected Models &
Sizes F2 Adult
SAVE NOWI
Reg. 99.95
$699 Sg99

and $12"

Stick Sale! I

$79.95

$10 OFF
WE FEATURE
Top Quality
Brand Names!

Personal Service!
Knowledgeable
Sales People!

SCHOOL JACKETS

We carry local school Jackets & sportswear
BGHS • Eastwood • Elmwood • Otsego
Order Your Varsity Jackets Now For Christmas!
Lay-away Available

team to the national championships both years she was
there.
Going there to begin with was
"the best decision I made." she
said. But a change of major
forced her to look for another college, and she made her way to
Bowling Green.
"When I came here. I wasn't
guaranteed a spot on Bowling
Green's basketball team," she
said. "I Just had the faith."
All of that potential and desire
have led Day to being a top
reserve on a Falcon squad she
loves to be a part of.
"I Hunk It's Just very unique
that I can hang out with 14 girls
and they're all veiy close friends."
she said. "I think that helps
when we're on the court. But
when we're on the court, we're
not out there as friends, we're out
there as players."

Day will be a co-captaln for
that group of friends/players, a
role she takes seriously both on
and off the court In this, her final
season.
Being a senior also "makes
you sit back and realize, wow. I'm
gonna be going out In the real
world; this dream world Is coming to an end." she said.
The end of this dream world
will come with Day In a reserve
role, a position she will happily
accept but admit to not liking.
"It's different [coming off the
bench]." she said. "I'm not going
to lie: I'd rather be a starter. But
I also know what my role Is on
this team and I'm going to fulfill
that role to the best of my ability.
"Look rm playing Division I
basketball and I'm getting playing time. I should be so excited
about this and I'm very excited."

Those three will start, but the
other poslions are up for grabs.
Moore will likely see the other
guard spot, although Retd will
push for playing dme. Howard
Chambers, a 5-6 sophomore,
should also contribute.
Nlnkovlc Is penciled In as the

man In the middle, but any of
Holmes. Koen Rouwhorst or
Philip Murray could aise see considerable time.
Javier Crespo and Cowan are
two other players who will make
key contributions off the bench.

HISTORY I Continued from page 3

Include Rr/«tlb»i
P«*OT • Cowboy • Oliilw I
IM Wlnoi • SSSBS • 08U
Michigan-NoMOVa

ffwfcrtMUMl Sweatshirt!

HOCKEY! HOCKEY! HOCKEY! HOCKEY! HOCKEY! HOCKEY!
rjtfpnwtSwi

DAY
I Continued from page 3
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1996 FALCON WINTER SPORTS PREVIEW

OPEN MON.-FRI. 10-8; SAT. 10-5:30; SUN. 12-5

FALCON
HOUSE
S
SPORTING GOODS
CD
S8

123 S. Main St. • Downtown BG • Phone 352-3610

TOBY'S PARTY
OASIS
(State Liquor Agency)

1070 N. Main, 353-1551
10 a.m. - 9 p.m. Mon - Sat
Beer at State Minimum
Liquor
Pop/Ice
Fine Wine
Party Supplies
Instant & Super
Lotto Sales

"Meeting all your party needs'1

University Bookstore
e£$ % r pf g
"sS

Good Luck Falcons!
\LCOWS *

I * \+L f

Book Buy Back
Begins Dec. 9
HOURS: Mon-Thu 8:00-6:00

